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How good is heavy armor master 5e

Heavy Armor Master Prerequisite: Competent with Heavy Armor You can use your armor to deflect hits that would kill others. You get the following benefits: • Increase your strength by 1, up to a maximum of 20. • When using heavy armor, hitting, cutting, and piercing the damage you take from non-magic weapons is
reduced by 3. I'm about to start playing in a new campaign (first time not DMing in years!) that allows feats and multiclasses. I'm planning to play a human fighter/warlock (variant); the rest of the party right now is a magician, a rogue and two undecided ones, so there's a non-zero chance that I'll be the main melee
character, and I'm well aware that the wrestler/sorcerer is probably a less tank option than, for example, heterosexual or barbaric fighter. I've been considering what feats I want to take throughout my career. I'm going to have one in the first level, but since I'm going to be a bit MAD (Str, Con, and Chr) I'm going to have
tough decisions to make about whether to collect stat increases or exploits later in line. The two key exploits I've identified you're likely to want to take are GrandMaster of Arms and Heavy Armor Master. GrandMaster of Arms needs no explanation as it is a common option in min/max threads. I'm curious about the Master
of Heavy Armor, as he's one I don't hear so much about. For those uns familiar, the feat essentially gives you DR 3/magic against weapon damage while wearing heavy armor. What I wonder is how significant a reduction it is against monsters throughout a character's life. It is quite solid at low levels; many things (e.g.
kobolds) do d6+2 damage, so you're reducing the damage you're taking from attacks by about half. (Obviously it's less effective against critics, but hey, nobody's perfect.) I don't know how fast the damage of the monsters increases - the running game only reaches level 5 - so I have no great idea if it's a worthwhile
investment for later in the game. Nor do I have a great idea how frequent account attacks are as a magic weapon among monsters, which could greatly diminish the usefulness of the feat. Has anyone looked, for example, at average damage per CR-based monster attack? I would also be interested to hear any anecdotal
evidence about how useful the feat is (or it is not).) While this is partly to find out if I want to take the feat for my character, I'm curious about other people's general feelings about the level of utility/power of the feat. In my game last night, that feat saved the life of an 8th-year-old wrestler. Level. Over the course of the
fight, he ended up with 21 HP (it was a tough fight). That's the best scenario for that feat. If you go for the master of heavy weapons, I guess you will fight a lot of thugs, and if so, this feat will be a great addition to your PC, just as it is for my fighting friend. At 5e, low level remain a challenge throughout a character's
career. A relatively small handful of kobolds can do serious damage to a level 15 character. So even if it works primarily on lower-level monsters, taking half the damage of those monsters is not a bad thing even at high levels. The big downside is that 5e really lacks tank ways - if you're facing some enemies, there's little
reason for them to attack the heaviest armored character. They should probably ignore you, kill your friends and then clean you up when you don't have backup. Investing in defense beyond what the rest of your party has will make that decision even clearer. The DM might choose to focus fire on you outside of the
gender convention or some other belief: but even then, if you are over-invested in defense, you encounter the problem that encounters in practice scale based on how bad ass that in previous encounters. Its significant defense advantage can mean that encounters that would threaten the group if they focus on you
become a complete disaster if your allies are attacked. In short, if you're already good at killing things, being twice as good at killing things usually makes the party situation linearly better. If you're already tougher, being twice as tough without a way to force enemies to attack doesn't benefit the party almost as much. And
5e lacks significant ways to force enemies to attack you, at least mechanically. (There are some ways, but they are based on unique or round economies of action usually, which does not scale at all.) If you're looking for somewhere else to stay, you'll find it's a great place to stay. Last edited: February 26, 2015 You start
seeing monsters with 'their attacks count as magical' in approximately CR 15+. The damage of individual melee attacks does not exceed 25-30 hp (at 19-20 CR) in normal cases, and most are much less than that. You should use a little Heavy Armour Master and obviously it's better the sooner you take it. In short, if
you're already good at killing things, being twice as good at killing things usually makes the party situation linearly better. If you're already tougher, being twice as tough without a way to force enemies to attack doesn't benefit the party almost as much. And 5e lacks significant ways to force enemies to attack you, at least
mechanically. (There are some ways, but they are based on unique or round economies of action usually, which does not scale at all.) However, you have a fairly simple way to stop monsters attacking other people (Sentinel, which becomes much more effective combined with Polearm Master). For many monsters, the
additional damage comes from additional attacks instead of more damaging individual attacks, helping Heavy Armor Mastery scale more effectively. As mentioned above, monsters that have attacks that count as magical magic pretty weird. Personally, I haven't had much trouble getting a lot of aggro for my fighter, I think
I'm the only one who usually cares about my hit dice count (just like in 4e). Just make your squid stay a little behind the action, the distance itself is a solid defense, at least in the first two levels of play. Last edited: February 26, 2015 One thing that helps a lot is having a GM who is willing to allow you to do creative things
with skill checks. My paladin uses Intimidate to ton to /piss off/ enemies to get him attacked. However, you have a fairly simple way to stop monsters attacking other people (Sentinel, which becomes much more effective combined with Polearm Master). Once a round. Against multiple enemies, you can prevent 1 from
doing something. Sentinal + Polarm master either rocks, sucks, or is extremely strange. However, it doesn't protect your allies much better than you do. (If it sings, it makes it difficult for you to attack as much as your allies. It still consumes your reaction, so you get 1/round an enemy is crippled) once a round. Against
multiple enemies, you can prevent 1 from doing something. Well, if you really need it, you can also grab one guy, then lock up another guy with Sentinel, it's two. And stopping 1-2 guys helps because it makes you the only goal that can effectively be focused shot. The XP multiplier helps prevent hordes from being large.
But, in any case, I haven't really experienced many problems with Geek the Wizard-style tactics. At 5e, squishies are generally not terrible at protecting themselves, at least if they play smart. (Don't finish your shift within 6 squares of anything that looks really dangerous. Well, unless you have the shield ready.) And when
they take damage, you no longer have the 4e thing where it's inefficient to use healing on them. (They no longer have a lower overvoltage value or anything.) However, I agree that Master Polearm does not help much with the defense of the Allies. Last edited: February 26, 2015 The big drawback is that 5e really lacks
tank ways yes, I agree that some kind of taunt or marking mechanic would be nice. I know some people found that 4e look too video game, but I thought it was a good feature to prevent the game from just a hurry to kill artillery on the other side (read: wheels). The problem can be said to be exacerbated by the way blade
locking mechanics work: chances are you have some kind of damage shield mechanic (Armor of Agathys and/or Shield of Fire) that really discourages the opponent from attacking you anyway. The other side is that all classes body to in 5e are quite serious threats in their own right, so it is not clear to me that focusing
fire on clothes is even the best tactical movement in many cases. The group I'm playing with is quite inexperienced, so I hope most of the fight is more naive - melees melees each other in a scrum, with characters walking back and shooting at each other. In that case, having the nominated character as the tank is extra
tank seems to be more likely to be useful than in a style of play where tactics are more sophisticated/evolve around bypassing the tank to deal with strikers. There is a battle master move for 'taunt' and some paladin spells. The marking is on the DMG I think. Page 2 yes, I agree that some kind of taunt or marking
mechanic would be good. I know some people found that 4e look too video game, but I thought it was a good feature to prevent the game from just a hurry to kill artillery on the other side (read: wheels). The problem can be said to be exacerbated by the way blade locking mechanics work: chances are you have some
kind of damage shield mechanic (Armor of Agathys and/or Shield of Fire) that really discourages the opponent from attacking you anyway. The other side is that all melee classes in 5e are pretty serious threats in their own right, so it's not clear to me that focusing fire on clothes is even the best tactical movement in many
cases. The group I'm playing with is quite inexperienced, so I hope most of the combat is more naive - meles running at each other in a scrum, with characters at a distance standing back and shooting at each other. In that case, having the nominated character as the tank is extra tank seems to be more likely to be useful
than in a style of play where tactics are more sophisticated/evolve around bypassing the tank to deal with strikers. Dialing rules are an optional rule in the DMG. My experience in pre-4e was that fighters never had trouble attracting monster attacks, despite the lack of marking mechanics. Just load the monsters, or keep a
strangulation point, or fight in a standard 10' aisle, while the launchers were held in the back. In 3e it was actually a problem as combat PCs no longer had the permanence power of older editions and regularly splashed. My experience in pre-4e was that fighters never had trouble attracting monster attacks, despite the
lack of marking mechanics. Just load the monsters, or keep a strangulation point, or fight in a standard 10' aisle, while the launchers were held in the back. In 3e it was actually a problem as combat PCs no longer had the permanence power of older editions and regularly splashed. It's a problem in 5e because fighters
only have one chance attack. If a really wants to exploit the rules, 14 of the 15 goblins running towards the match can only run right by the wrestler and dogpile the magician. It's a problem in 5e because fighters only have one chance attack. If a DM really wants to exploit the rules, 14 of the 15 goblins running towards
the match can only run right by the wrestler and dogpile the magician. Wizard. I would notice that the quote you are responding to here specifies pre-4e D&amp;D. I can't talk to pre 3.0 D&amp;D, but at 3.x, you also only have one AoO per round, unless you've taken a feat to increase that number slightly. And, going
from 3.x to 5e, everyone loses the Charge action, and moving through the allies' squares now counts as difficult terrain, which makes it in many ways harder for melee monsters to really close with the magician if the magician is playing defensively. Finally, when trying to tank against ranged artillery-type monsters, the
fact that 5e lacks the 5' step of 3.x makes it easier to put potential attackers at a distance in a difficult position in the face of attacking your allies. Anyway, I stand with my statement in this thread a year and a half ago; Fighters who want it don't seem to have any problem getting and keeping aggro, although I must say
that my experience is limited to the first two levels of play. I think it's totally fair to say that wrestlers don't have much trouble attracting attention... IF they are allowed to dictate the battlefield. If PCs are able to dictate the battlefield, they already have an advantage. 4e's mechanics mean the wrestler is effective even when
the party doesn't get to dictate where the fight takes place. (The night ambush of the elves comes to mind.) The two key exploits I've identified you're likely to want to take are GrandMaster of Arms and Heavy Armor Master. I see Heavy Armor Master as one of the exploits that are better than a +2 skill. GrandMaster of
Arms is a good feat for a level 1 human, but otherwise I'd rather not take it unless my Str is 20. I see Heavy Armor Master as one of the exploits that are better than a +2 skill. GrandMaster of Arms is a good feat for a level 1 human, but otherwise I'd rather not take it unless my Str is 20. Many of the exploits from '+1 to
skill' are also good for when you've accumulated skill scores and ended up with an odd number protruding somewhere. Our group's paladin took it because it was already 1900 and wanted the extra meat. Is the Master's Degree in Heavy Armor worth it? Lol Ask someone in your group (it could be you) instead to take
Inspirational Leader. That feat will grant everyone mastery of heavy armor. In my game last night, that feat saved the life of an 8th-year-old wrestler. Level. Over the course of the fight, he ended up with 21 HP (it was a tough fight). That's probably the best scenario for that feat. Compare those 21 hp with Inspired Leader,
giving everyone in the group 13 temporary hit points (assuming the 8th level). And remember that those additional 8 CVs won't happen to you're right: you're close to a better scenario. In 5e, low-level monsters remain a challenge throughout a character's career. A relatively small handful of kobolds can do serious
damage to a level 15 character. In my experience, this is simply not true in practice. I know that. to be promoted as part of limited accuracy, but in my experience it is only true if the party does not take steps to close those low-level monsters. In theory, it could happen if loads and piles of kobolds surround a desictic hunt.
But in practice that never happens (with reasonably experienced players). For example, almost any area spell will wipe out kobolds completely while leaving the fighter relatively unhinged. So a lot of people say it. But I don't see it. Page 3 Many of the exploits from '+1 to skill' are also good for when you've accumulated
skill scores and ended up with an odd number protruding somewhere. Our group's paladin took it because it was already 1900 and wanted the extra meat. I agree, although I would consider adding +1 to another strange ability. Basically, skill increases are excellent. My experience in pre-4e was that fighters never had
trouble attracting monster attacks, despite the lack of marking mechanics. Probably because it wasn't until WoW that people started thinking they needed to score to attract monster attacks. With WoW, people began to question why the monsters would rush the fighter even though it was not optimal, as there was now an
answer: because the fighter aggroed them. For players who weren't in AD&amp;D days, I think it's hard to fully appreciate how much World of Warcraft has changed the way people think about the game. It really was a key event. (Not saying woW invented aggro mechanics, but showed it to many more people than all the
mmorpgs that came before it was combined) Zapp PS. Before WoW, the monsters rushed the fighter just because. It felt realistic, the fighter looks terrifying and deadly, while the squid look out of place and we will deal with them later. Besides, it was more fun, because why would the GM make all the elves run through
the fighter to spoil the squid - the fighter would be unable to stop them, and where's the fun in that? I have played several campaigns in which the wizard player constantly downplays his abilities and is secretly pleased to have an oversized impact on the outcome of combat without being in danger. Aggro's mechanics fix
it. At 5E, we go back to your to the DM. Some players like DMs who have monsters go for the deadliest characters. But some players resent that they can't just go back and shoot everything, waiting for the monsters to get futilely angry on the fighters' plate. Some players would hate it if the monsters were for the
firefighters, as they play the fighters, and they want the monsters to get futilely angry on their plate. WoW solved This... arbitrariness, and prevents the DM from being accused of playing favorites. I agree, although I would consider adding +1 to another strange ability. Basically, skill increases are excellent. It's good not to
have to trade. My Paladin went to Heavy Armour Master and Resilient as his first feats, three power-ups from two selections. Probably because it wasn't until WoW that people started thinking they needed to score to attract monster attacks. With WoW, people began to question why the monsters would rush the fighter
even though it was not optimal, as there was now an answer: because the fighter aggroed them. For players who weren't in AD&amp;D days, I think it's hard to fully appreciate how much World of Warcraft has changed the way people think about the game. It really was a key event. (Not saying woW invented aggro



mechanics, but showed it to many more people than all the mmorpgs that came before it was combined) Zapp PS. Before WoW, the monsters rushed the fighter just because. It felt realistic, the fighter looks terrifying and deadly, while the squid look out of place and we will deal with them later. Besides, it was more fun,
because why would the GM make all the elves run through the fighter to spoil the squid - the fighter would be unable to stop them, and where's the fun in that? I have played several campaigns in which the wizard player constantly downplays his abilities and is secretly pleased to have an oversized impact on the
outcome of combat without being in danger. Aggro's mechanics fix it. At 5E, we go back to your to the DM. Some players like DMs who have monsters go for the deadliest characters. But some players resent that they can't just go back and shoot everything, waiting for the monsters to get futilely angry on the fighters'
plate. Some players would hate it if the monsters were for the firefighters, as they play the fighters, and they want the monsters to get futilely angry on their plate. WoW solved all this... arbitrariness, and prevents the DM from being accused of playing favorites. Surely, playing WoW has changed the way I make fights.
However, even in 4e, I try to play monsters differently depending on your intelligence and battlefield awareness and experience. If the magician type starts a fight by throwing fireballs everywhere, most monsters will understand that he is the one who dies first (or that it's time to run away). If the type of fighter charges
making a lot of noise while the magician only casts low-level spells, stupid monsters will focus on him. On the other hand, creatures with a long experience on the battlefield will no doubt look for men in robes first. It's good not to have to trade. My paladin went to Heavy Armour Master and Resilient as his first two
exploits, three two-selection power-ups. Resilient (Force) seems a strange choice of feat for a paladin - The Saved they are already super high thanks to Aura of Courage, and Strength is a rare savings throw. On the other hand, the resilent (Constitution) is probably something that every sorcerer should consider strongly.
Con saved games are common and are the attribute from which Concentration is run. Concentration. (Strength) seems like a strange feat choice for a paladin - The saved paladin are already super tall thanks to Aura of Courage, and strength is a rare saving. Especially if said Paladin has less than Str 20. A +1 to each
roll made with Force seems like a better choice. Probably because it wasn't until WoW that people started thinking they needed to score to attract monster attacks. With WoW, people began to question why the monsters would rush the fighter even though it was not optimal, as there was now an answer: because the
fighter aggroed them. For players who weren't in AD&amp;D days, I think it's hard to fully appreciate how much World of Warcraft has changed the way people think about the game. It really was a key event. (Not saying woW invented aggro mechanics, but showed it to many more people than all the mmorpgs that came
before it was combined) Zapp PS. Before WoW, the monsters rushed the fighter just because. It felt realistic, the fighter looks terrifying and deadly, while the squid look out of place and we will deal with them later. Besides, it was more fun, because why would the GM make all the elves run through the fighter to spoil the
squid - the fighter would be unable to stop them, and where's the fun in that? I have played several campaigns in which the wizard player constantly downplays his abilities and is secretly pleased to have an oversized impact on the outcome of combat without being in danger. Aggro's mechanics fix it. At 5E, we go back to
your to the DM. Some players like DMs who have monsters go for the deadliest characters. But some players resent that they can't just go back and shoot everything, waiting for the monsters to get futilely angry on the fighters' plate. Some players would hate it if the monsters were for the firefighters, as they play the
fighters, and they want the monsters to get futilely angry on their plate. WoW solved all this... arbitrariness, and prevents the DM from being accused of playing favorites. I think you're overreacting to the influence of woWs. It may have changed the way you think about things, but it doesn't really change the tactical
approach in AD&amp;D. In 3.X, 4e and 5e some kind of mockery or aggro mechanics is really useful because there are limited ways to punish monsters that pass in front of the fighter to target the launchers. AD&amp;D has much more generous opportunity attacks if monsters try to use that tactic. This makes the fighters
very sticky without an aggro mechanic, because if you get into hand-to-hand combat with a fighter you had limited options to unhook without killing the fighter or getting seriously injured. HP's lowest totals also helped in this regard. Lol Ask someone in your group (it could be you) instead to take Inspirational Leader. That
feat will grant everyone mastery of heavy armor. I hadn't considered this comparison before, but I'm not sure that being totally fair with the Master's Degree in Heavy Armor. It gives a +1 Str in addition to the DR, so really, the DR would only have to be half as good as Inspiring Leader's HP time to be an equivalent
selection. Also, I think DR is probably better than HP temperature, as many other things also give hp temp and don't accumulate. Compare those 21 hp with Inspired Leader, giving everyone in the group 13 temporary hit points (assuming the 8th level). And remember that those additional 8 resumes won't happen often—
you're right: you're close to a better scenario. Inspiring Leader's 13-time HP at level 8 requires 20 Cha. Therefore, that will only be an option for human sorcerers, Bards, and sorcerers in games with the purchase of points. I think it's a little confusing to compare feats between classes like this. (Is Polearm's domain a
paladin better or worse than Resilient (Con) in a magician?) And, as I mentioned in the first round with this thread, as you level up it's not only multiple monsters to consider, but also multi-attacks of each individual monster. According to our previous discussion about 5e multi-monster encounters, I remember the Veteran
(whose ubiquity he complained about) who has 3 attacks per turn and is only CR 3. Probably because it wasn't until WoW that people started thinking they needed to score to attract monster attacks. With WoW, people began to question why the monsters would rush the fighter even though it was not optimal, as there
was now an answer: because the fighter aggroed them. For players who weren't in AD&amp;D days, I think it's hard to fully appreciate how much World of Warcraft has changed the way people think about the game. It really was a key event. (Not saying woW invented aggro mechanics, but showed it to many more
people than all the mmorpgs that came before it was combined) As I understand it, with WoW, and MMORPG earlier similar as EverQuest, aggro tables were originally intended to be a simple simulation of rational decision-making for mobs. They were astonished that they had hurt the Mafia more, and the mob would
attack whoever was at the top of that list. This seems reasonably rational, as the simplification of heuristics goes. Tank-type PC classes also received taunt abilities, which inflicted tingling damage to the mob, which did not actually reduce the mafia's PS, but did appear on the aggro table. This allowed for tank and spank
tactics, where a defensively optimized character kept the mob's attention with taunts, while high DPS glass cannons burned through his HP. The end result is that mobs in MMORPG don't seem particularly rational, but it's a game, so whatever. If you did a 5e MMORPG, I'm not sure you'd have to include any kind of taunt
ability for melee martial characters. They would usually reach the top of the aggro table anyway, only by virtue of the fact that they are usually doing the most damage. Extending this thought, I think 5e monsters are actually being pretty rational when they focus on trying to drop the guy who's just breaking them with a big
sword, instead of eating OAs and giving up attack actions to desperately try to get the guy on the back who spends most of the rounds he goes with cantrips. Monsters often have descriptions that describe how they behave. These descriptions are of different quality from editing to editing, but if the DM has them behave in
a way contrary to their description because it is optimal from some abstract and tactical point of view, it is running the game incorrectly. So if the MM says that zombies only attack the nearest source of brains, that's what you'd better do when you're running the game. If you say that elves are cowards who never sacrifice
voluntarily, then none of them will be willing to sacrifice their lives for the wrestler to use his OA and allow the rest of them to hurry. Especially if said Paladin has less than Str 20. A +1 to each roll made with Force seems like a better choice. Strength is the most common and uncommon rescue (somehow). The point is
more than you want Heavy Armor Master early, but then (potentially) you have odd Force. Since there is no functional difference between 18 and 19, Resilient corrects its odd score and gives more than a +2 ASI would. Page 4 Now, if you did a 5e MMORPG, I'm not sure you'd have to include any kind of taunt ability for
melee martial characters. They would usually reach the top of the aggro table anyway, only by virtue of the fact that they are usually doing the most damage. The problem is that the type of fighter that deals the most damage is the one with a 2-handed sword, not the one with the sword and board. Therefore, you will not
be able to have a party made of 1 Big Sword fighter, 1 defensive fighter and 1 Archer ranger, because both damage-oriented ones would inflict more aggre than the tank. The problem is that the type of fighter that deals the most damage is the one with a 2-handed sword, not the one with the sword and board. Therefore,
you will not be able to have a party made of 1 Big Sword fighter, 1 defensive fighter and 1 Archer ranger, because both damage-oriented ones would inflict more aggre than the tank. Well, if the sword and board fighter took the protective fighting style, the big sword wrestler might very well end up facing more attacks, but
with many of them in Disadvantage, the group could still be better off. And a sword and board fighter with Duelist and Sentry Gun feat (which is being activated on a regular basis) is going to do more damage than a hunt Large. In any case, I think it's better to have 1 big sword, 1 sword and board, and 1 archer, instead of
2 large swords and 1 archer, which personally satisfies my aesthetic balance and play preferences. Lol You need two sword and board fighters, each taking Dodge every and two great gun fighters with polo arm mastery right behind them. And a bard to lure all enemies into a 10-foot-wide room singing annoying songs.
Before WoW, the monsters rushed the fighter just because. It felt realistic, the fighter looks terrifying and deadly, while the squid look out of place and we will deal with them later. Besides, it was more fun, because why would the GM make all the elves run through the fighter to spoil the squid - the fighter would be unable
to stop them, and where's the fun in that? More to the point, realistically the fighter could move to intercept people trying to move around him, because in real life not everyone takes turns moving and attacking, then freezing while the other person has a march. More to the point, realistically the fighter could move to
intercept people trying to move around him, because in real life not everyone takes turns moving and attacking, then freezing while the other person has a march. That's what the AoO stands for. Realistically, a group of elves jumped on the wrestler at once and stabbed him to death while helpless on the ground under his
weight, where his magic team did him no good. Maybe I'll stab one before I'm a dog. Yes, realistically, many-on-one combat usually end in one way (unless there is a serious disparity in skill or commitment). That is in my opinion an acceptable break in reality because it facilitates fun and cinematic combat where the hero
&gt; mooks. People are able to flow around the other person while their frozen... that's more of an unacceptable disparity between rules and reality. That's why you need things like AoOs, or the equivalent of 1e AD&amp;D, whatever it's called. Yes, realistically, many-on-one combat usually end in one way (unless there is
a serious disparity in skill or commitment). That is in my opinion an acceptable break in reality because it facilitates fun and cinematic combat where the hero &gt; mooks. People are able to flow around the other person while their frozen... that's more of an unacceptable disparity between rules and reality. That's why you
need things like AoOs, or the equivalent of 1e AD&amp;D, whatever it's called. Well, the groups flowing around people is kind of 101 crowd control. There's a reason police use a line of guys with riot gear with shields to keep them from being whipped in a riot after all. The AoO do a reasonable job of allowing you to use
that kind of swarm against a group, some of them eating attacks, and the rest invade the position and reach the squid on the back line. Yes you are more interested in many against a fight that does not allow then some mechanic aggro (or DM chosen behavior) or make AoOs more punitive is necessary. If I'm
remembering AD&amp;D correctly, it allows you to do your full attack routine against actions that would cause AoOs in later editions, with no target limit. The 1/Warlock 1/Warlock fighter XYZ is very tank. Suck the HP give it to yourself. Well, the groups flowing around people is kind of 101 crowd control. There's a reason
police use a line of guys with riot gear with shields to keep them from being whipped in a riot after all. If the riot gear guys had wide swords and spades, you probably wouldn't need as many of them. A man with a gun can hold a lot of people because people don't like to be stabbed. Note: I'm not saying that the police
should do that, only applying riot equipment logic to D&amp;D is not quite right. If the riot gear guys had wide swords and spades, you probably wouldn't need as many of them. A man with a gun can hold a lot of people because people don't like to be stabbed. Note: I'm not saying that the police should do that, only
applying riot equipment logic to D&amp;D is not quite right. A group of front liners might be able to do that, a guy though? Much easier to swarm. Edit: So I mean you need a certain amount of facade to stop a load of a horde of monsters, the lone tank just won't cut it without something extra. Page 5 In 3.X, 4e and 5e
some kind of taunt or aggro mechanics is very useful because there are limited ways to punish the monster that passes in front of the fighter to aim at the launchers. But AFAIK only 4e offers a...? (Are we deviating from the track or are we still discussing the fact that people look at 5E and a mechanic aggro is lost.
Something they wouldn't do if it wasn't for WoW) Now, if you did a 5e MMORPG, I'm not sure you'd have to include any kind of taunt ability for melee martial characters. They would usually reach the top of the aggro table anyway, only by virtue of the fact that they are usually doing the most damage. But this is exactly
why feeling something was lost is one thing. 5E does not use the design space where martial characters are separated into tanks and strikers. The question is why play a rogue if you're not the best DPS dog, despite being much more fragile than the guys on the plate? And when the answer is drawn in a completely
separate dimension because you want to be the best in skills you do nothing for those who want tanks to be one thing. Like, say, this thread. Edit: Actually, the other thread. But close to extending this thinking, I think most 5e monsters are actually being pretty rational when they focus on trying to drop the guy who's just
breaking them with a big sword, instead of eating OAs and giving up Attack's actions to desperately getting against the guy in the back who spends most of the rounds he goes with cantrips. Well, our whole discussion assumes that the guy back leads the DPS scoreboard... In any case, I think it's better to have 1 big
sword, 1 sword and board, and 1 archer, instead of 2 large swords and 1 archer, which personally satisfies my aesthetic balance and play preferences. This is the crun of the whole thing. A five-man Krew doesn't like the aesthetic preferences of most of us, so you won't see much play. I'm still not sure if I'm going to be
using the Firefox help page. Yes, I'm the kind of player who hates knowingly choosing a lower option. I love playing character-specific archetypes, but not if I have to sacrifice (too much) utility in doing so. In other words, it bothers me to know that there are fewer real reasons in 5th Ed to go hand-to-hand than ever
before. (or was this the other thread? Well) That's what the AoO represents. Realistically, a group of elves jumped on the wrestler at once and stabbed him to death while helpless on the ground under his weight, where his magic team did him no good. Maybe I'll stab one before I'm a dog. Replace the elves with
hedgehogs and wrestler with a certain master... But AFAIK only 4e offers a...? (Are we deviating from the track or are we still discussing the fact that people look at 5E and a mechanic aggro is lost. Something they wouldn't do if it wasn't for WoW) Well 5e has optional dialing rules, but otherwise it does. 4e doesn't have
any aggro mechanics, which I remember. Come and make it a forced move, but don't force an attack, for example. Marked enemies are incentivized to attack you, but they can ignore you if you like them: they only have negatives and risk opportunity attacks. 5e, on the other hand, has the spell 'Duel obligated' on him,
which is literally forcing another enemy to attack you until someone else pulls his aggre. Really a fantastic spell for paladins who want to keep the 'big bad enemy' busy while the rest of the group deals with the frailies. (Are we deviating from the track or are we still discussing the fact that people look at 5E and a mechanic
aggro is lost. Something they wouldn't do if it wasn't for WoW) As I understand, the basic structure of the aggro part of the thread was like this: OP: Is it worth the Mastery in Heavy Armor? (More specifically, it is a problem that does not scale with the level and is denied by attacks by monsters that count as magical.)
Some people: It's not worth it, not for the reasons you mentioned, but because investing in defense is a bad idea in general in 5e, because [theoretical arguments about how smart monsters should ignore top-of-the-line high-defense characters and attack low-defense back line ones] Some other people, including me: It's
not our experience that fighters have trouble getting aggro in 5e , and [theoretical arguments as to why many monsters will attack frontline melee boys], so, perhaps Mastery of Heavy Armor is worth it in this thread, I think the relevance of whether martial melee characters have, or should have, proper ways to get
monster attention is tied to whether melee martial characters should expect to be attacked often in 5e, because that directly affects whether it makes sense martial characters to invest in defensive things like The Master of Heavy Armor. Therefore, the thread can be reduced to Ask your DM and I hope you are honest
about how many enemies will attack you despite your high defenses, if I read this right, because it is ultimately where the answer is. 5e absolutely strips wrestlers of almost every ability to dictate the terms of engagement, leaving him in the DM to play well. Page 6 Therefore, the thread can be reduced to Ask your DM
and expects you to be honest about how many enemies will attack you despite your high defenses, if I read right, because it is ultimately where the answer is. 5e absolutely strips wrestlers of almost every ability to dictate the terms of engagement, leaving him in the DM to play well. When did the wrestlers have the ability
to dictate the terms of engagement before? Sounds like you're hoping you can force monsters to use a certain tactic. Why? Sounds good. And that's even before investing in offense, not (just) because you're in control (the way you're not with the defense)... but because the best defense is a good offense, because if you
kill the bad guys faster, they stop attacking anyone faster The question is assuming that our fighter succeeds in taking more of his fair share of incoming attacks (as a good shield of flesh should), and saying (something generously), takes a third of all attacks in a five-man match : Is the damage reduction amounting to
DR 1 (as recalculated for all incoming attacks on the part) (one-third of the 3 given by the feat) worth it, compared to any increase in offense that you may have taking an alternative feat? What I'm talking about here is, if for the sake of discussion we accept that there is an alternative feat (or even ASI) that increases party
offense by more than +1.5 then that's probably a better deal (for the party, not necessarily the individual who's actually taking the feat). +1.5: +1 due to the above calculation and +0.5 due to the strength appearance +1 (the ASI half) of the feat. And that's probably still too generous, given that offensive +X is probably
better than the same to defense. But, of course, it all comes down to the hunt for The Heavy Armor manages to soak as many attacks (three-fifths instead of the fifth), which, given its imposing nature, is, with many DMs, it is unlikely if there are easy and old prey in tunics lurking... I mean - in the absence of any aggro
mechanics, the way you get the enemy to attack you is if you deal more damage. In the end, I would only consider HAM if I also took over Full Glamorized Plate or found a disguise hat to deceive my enemies believe it was a squishie! I tend to feel that any edition of D&amp;D (at least 3e+) could allow a fighter to pass a
feat in the 5th level for DR 3/- (take 3 of all incoming attacks) and... wouldn't break anything at all. In 3.x it was a feat, which is totally absurd. The defense is overcome by the offensive to a ridiculous extent that makes such a feat hardly noticeable beyond the lower levels. When did the wrestlers have the ability to dictate
the terms of engagement before? Sounds like you're hoping you can force monsters to use a certain tactic. Why? Both 4e and 3e were more generous in granting opportunity attacks and stopping enemies through melee positioning. At 5e, a similar level of control would require the Tunnel Fighter style, and the Sentry
Gun feat - and perhaps Polearm Mastery for a good measure. Or be a paladin with the Oath of the Ancients using his power to catch everyone around me. 5e absolutely strips wrestlers of almost every ability to dictate the terms of engagement, leaving him in the DM to play well. Both 4e and 3e were more generous in
granting opportunity attacks and stopping enemies through melee positioning. At 5e, a similar level of control would require the Tunnel Fighter style, and the Sentry Gun feat - and perhaps Polearm Mastery for a good measure. I think this might be neglecting important parts of the equation. The question is whether the
melee martial character in 5e can expect to face many attacks. This is influenced by thrust and traction factors, in other words, the extent to which melee funnel attacks can prevent them from being attacked (pulled) and the extent to which non-melee character can avoid being attacked (pushed). It is true that 5e includes
fewer explicit extraction factors for most melee martials than 4e (I'm not sure of that contention re: 3.x). However, many changes have the implicit function of making it easier for non-melee characters to avoid attacks. I've listed most of these upthread, but some of the most important ones are: the lack of a Charge action
reduces the ability of melee monsters to close with backline PCs without giving up attack actions under round-by-round damage on many launchers reduces the incentive to prioritize attacking them without a 5' step or Shift means that breaking with melee characters usually requires eating an OA or giving up to your
action the fact that both allies and enemies Grant Coverage reduces the chances of hitting for remote characters attacking across the front line (this reduces the effectiveness of PC's backline artillery, making them a less likely target, and protects them from monster baseline artillery) all characters have ways to give up
actions to increase their defenses or escape the actions of a melee attack on (Dodge and Disengage are very powerful) and the trade in riéres cantripate actions away for such actions is much less painful than melee martial actions many non-melee characters have specific class shapes of spending resources to increase
their defenses or escape the melee (shield, misty step, etc. for wizards, evasive footwork for Master Fighter archers) that allow remote movement a great freedom to climb, attack, and then retreat behind the deck or to get more distance Y, I think it is important not to exaggerate the extent to which 5e melee martial
characters lack traction factors. Those who have include: very high round-trip damage, increasing the incentive to focus attacks on them the ability to hit prone targets, either through the generic Shove attack or through the Trip Attack Battle Master maneuver the ability to immobilize and maneuver targets using the
generic Grapple attack protection fighting style and Sentry Gun feat (Sentry Gun feat in particular gives better blockage of a single goal that anything commonly available to martial characters in past editions that I'm aware of from past editions that I'm aware of past editions that I'm aware of past editions that I'm aware of
past editions that I'm aware of in past editions that I'm aware of past editions that I'm aware of past editions that I'm aware of past editions I'm aware of martial characters, no ability to shift out or Withdraw away, no save, if the melee character hits with his OA just can't go) When DM, I like to think that I play most
monsters quite tactically, with some exceptions (beasts, zombies). But, the combination of all these factors means that I often end up attacking frontline melee characters quite often, even with smart monsters. This agrees with what I've seen other DMs doing as well, although in those cases I can't say for sure whether
they were trying to play monsters tactically, or just thought they were following along with an alleged social contract. In any case, I really believe that if a DM didn't use its monsters this way, they could be doing the party a favor. Aggressively targeting the back line of the PC, to the point of eating OAs and giving up attack
actions to do so, I don't think it's a good tactical thought. The back line will have to forgo some cantrip actions to dodge and unhook, but the round-to-round damage output from group round will likely not fall appreciably with additional AOs, and the monster damage output is likely not to increase. Dodging the wheels will
often be as difficult to hit as frontline melee characters, and most monsters last so few rounds that sorry for attack actions seems unlikely to be worthwhile. EDIT: Or be a paladin with Oath of the Ancients using his power to catch everyone around me. You mean the wrath of the That uses your Channel Divinity, so it can
only be used once for short rest, and only targets a single enemy, and I don't know if I would actually rank it in the same skill group as the 4e style marks. It seems that it would be much more useful to restrict melee enemies alone where they cannot attack anyone. When DM, I like to think that I play most monsters quite
tactically, with some exceptions (beasts, zombies). But, the combination of all these factors means that I often end up attacking frontline melee characters quite often, even with smart monsters. This is in agreement with what I've seen other DMs doing as well, although in those cases I can't say for sure if they were trying
to play monsters monsters or just thought they were following along with an alleged social contract. FWIW, this also matches my experience. It has been consistently in the character for monsters to attack the group's melee characters when possible- the exact reason has varied from fight to fight, but the general theme
has been that preferably attacking the remote simply does not work, because the short melee to the attackers before they can wreak serious havoc on the back line of the match. (The only exception was a group of displaced beasts, who came to the party from a distance because, honestly, the game played a little stupid
and did nothing to counteract the disadvantage they were getting from displacement. The match still won overall, and no one died, but the remote received much more damage than they were used to.) In the other game I hear about, the opposing remote factions basically sing to each other with contraspell, and the
melee decides the outcome of the fight, in almost every case. Just more anecdotes, but there they are. Doesn't the significant mobility available to players apply as much to monsters? Especially because shove, grapple,, etc. are all generic actions that can be used instead of an attack that can be done, so literally every
monster that has multiple attacks (not just Multiattack action) can move, push, move, hook, push, or any other combination. Like, yes, I agree that these things provide a somewhat different environment for players' actions. But it seems that, if people are neglecting him for the players, then DMs are just as guilty of
neglecting him for the enemy side. And when you can avoid an enemy by 'sacrificing' a teammate to their solitary reaction, pulverize someone, and then focus on the other team members... Well, that seems like a very effective strategy. There is also a bit of... I'm not sure what to call it here. We cannot expect each
magician to know and prepare shield or misty step or anything else, no more than we can expect each cleric to prepare healing wounds or each Bard to prepare the word healing. They may be good spells for the specific use discussed here, but that use is really focused and narrow, while other spells are broader and
more powerful. Yes, if a pitcher is very prepared to get out of a shitty situation, then they can get out of shitty situations... but that limits with tautology. In practice, wizards and other pure launchers remain high-value targets because they can pump area-of-effect damage, and because Concentration makes it feasible (in
fact, increasingly feasible as levels increase) spell enhancers or persistent zones (e.g. Evard's black tentacles), and front-liners remain low-value targets *some* because their air conditioning is very high, which means it's dangerous to face them melee (high risk) and hard to land blows against them (low reward), , it is
precisely the opposite for the most fragile classes such as magicians or even sorcerers. Me too... I guess I don't think melee attacks do as much damage as you look. The most important thing about pure melee attacks, without the help of spells, but counting things like maneuvers, is that they accumulate over time. But
building over time is precisely the kind of thing that just tows around until it can no longer be avoided- it's people who can instantly fall 8d6 (or similar) into their head, or people who can suddenly undo an entire round damage, that you want to try to gank. And if the enemy is at a distance, well, I guess I find it hard to
believe that even a six-person match can establish a front line so solid that backline characters are never at risk, even from an enemy that can run sideways (i.e., flank in the military sense). I guess my point is, 5e seems to have: 1. Removed, reduced, or de-formalized most martial mechanics pull. Much of a fighter's pull
is passive, or completely universal (grapple, shove) that even natural pitcher warriors (such as the paladin) can do, with as much competition as a fighter. 2. Made the thrust mechanics optional, and was not given any particular emphasis or focus on them for a lot of classes that seem to be back-line by definition. (I'm not
sure where they fit in, for example, Monk or Rogue in this.) 3. Made design movements, for other reasons and totally valid, which significantly increase the value of the back-line objectives--Concentration and BA, in particular. 4. Provided many of the #1 tools to monsters as well, because they are generic abilities and
therefore can be used by monsters as much as PCs. So I really don't accept the idea that it's just people looking at 5e and neglecting a lot of it. Many of the factors you've mentioned exist entirely, but they counteract other mitigating changes or -IMO -- even completely eclipse their effects, particularly if one actually plays
monsters (where it makes sense, of course) like using the full suite of generically available actions. As for Sentinel, well, it's still hugely limited by the whole thing just one reaction per turn. It can be more... I guess it's readily available for things in 3e or 4e, but at least 4e offers Defenders many ways to block enemies.
Sentry Gun still requires hitting with an attack, so it's not as if without confirmation, it just happens! I'd have to exercise a little Google-Fu to learn if there are things like this available in 4e, but I wouldn't be surprised if it can be built -- particularly for the Since fighters are notorious for being the stickiest defenders in 4th.
Doesn't the significant mobility available to players apply as much to monsters? Especially because shove, grapple, etc. are all generic actions that can be used instead of an attack that can be done, so Each monster that has multiple attacks (not just Multiattack action) can move, push, move, grab, push, or any other
combination. Absolutely they can. It's not useful for them to do it, most of the time. In practice, wizards and other pure launchers remain high-value targets because they can pump area-of-effect damage, and because Concentration makes it feasible (in fact, increasingly feasible as levels increase) to break spell
enhancers or persistent areas (e.g. Evard's black tentacles), and front-liners remain low-value targets *some* because their air conditioning is very high , which means that it is dangerous to face them melee (high risk) and difficult to land blows against them (low reward), while it is precisely the opposite for more fragile
classes like wizards or even sorcerers. Area effect damage depends on the terrain. If there's room to spread, the fighters will. If there isn't, area effects are more valuable, but it's easier for the melee to keep enemies out of the fireball dispenser- attempts to attack the enemy from a distance just move the scrimmage line
from the body to body in general. Ranged tends to commit to remote, but that's supposed to happen- melee shooting should be the lowest priority movement for attackers at a distance, to maintain niche protection for melee mechanically. I am happy to discuss specific examples, but I am not sure there is much useful to
say at the level of the greatest generality. Doesn't the significant mobility available to players apply as much to monsters? Especially because shove, grapple,, etc. are all generic actions that can be used instead of an attack that can be done, so literally every monster that has multiple attacks (not just Multiattack action)
can move, push, move, hook, push, or any other combination. Monsters also have motion-action-movement, yes, but this doesn't particularly help you attack backline PCs instead of frontline PCs, at least in my experience. And, according to my reading of the rules (which agrees with Sage Advice here) you can't use
Multiattack attacks to make Shoves or Grapples. This means that monsters will usually have to give up entire actions to use these maneuvers. In addition, front-line PCs are often going to be excellent at athletics (or for melee rogues, stunts) making them difficult targets for these maneuvers. There is also a bit of... I'm not
sure what to call it here. We cannot expect each magician to know and prepare shield or misty step or otherwise, no more than we can expect each cleric to prepare healing wounds or every Bard to prepare the word healing. They may be good spells for the specific use discussed here, but that use is really focused and
narrow, while other spells are broader and more powerful. I think the shield is a very common selection, perhaps the most common after finding familiar and wizard armor. But are just examples. In the first level, a magician could also take an expedited retreat, longstrider, or thunder waves. The misty passage is also quite
common, but if you don't want that, second-level alternatives include blur, darkness, wind gust, invisibility, Levite or spider climbing. If a magician didn't take any defense or escape spells, he still has the ability to play smart and try to keep his distance, and if he gets into trouble, he can always use Unhook and Dodge. In
practice, magicians and other pure wheels remain high-value targets because they can pump area-of-effect damage and because concentration makes it feasible (in fact, increasingly feasible as levels increase) to break spell enhancers or persistent areas (e.g., Evard's black tentacles), and front-liners remain low-value
targets *some* because their air conditioning is very high, meaning it's dangerous to face them in melee attacks (high risk) and hard-to-land hits against them (low reward), while it's precisely the opposite for more fragile classes like wizards or even siblings. If the wheels are using areas like Evard's black tentacles, that
should make it harder for monsters to move around the battlefield as they wish, right? But, I agree, deliberately trying to break Concentration may be a reasonable strategy for some monsters, but magicians should be aware of this as well, and they should be doubly careful to stay out of reach when they have important
concentration spells. (And they should avoid throwing them if they are in a position where they expect to be subject to many attacks.) And, I'm not sure about your risk/reward analysis; It's important to note that refusing to attack melee PCs doesn't stop them from attacking you. In fact, if you are causing OAs in order to try
to chase the back line of PC, you will take more attacks per round of them, no less. And of course, if you're not attacking them, you can also expect to face more rounds of attacks from them. Me too... I guess I don't think melee attacks do as much damage as you look. The most important thing about pure melee attacks,
without the help of spells, but counting things like maneuvers, is that they accumulate over time. But building over time is precisely the kind of thing that just tows around until it can no longer be avoided- it's people who can instantly fall 8d6 (or similar) into their head, or people who can suddenly undo an entire round
damage, that you want to try to gank. Not sure why you're evaluating melee attacks without spells Maneuvers? That doesn't look like apples for apples. The right comparison for ordinary attacks would be cantrips, I think, and that comes out very clearly in favor of martial ones. If we wanted to compare nova rounds,
Fireball is a Level 3 spell that wizards can collect first at level 5. Does 8d6 (average 28) damage. A level level Paladin with a two-handed weapon can attack and crush twice and do an average of 52 damage in a single round. If you drop a creature or critics and have Great Weapon Mastery, you can attack (and Smash)
again as an additional action, adding 21 additional damage. A level 5 master battle fighter with a two-handed weapon can attack and use Wave of Action and Maneuvers to do 67 damage in a single round. If you receive an additional action attack, you can add an additional 12 to that. (The above average damage is only
totalized in a non-critical hit; including the chances of missing/saving helps the fireball look better, including critics helping melee guys look better, I don't think the analysis is materially affected by ignoring both at the moment.) Averaging all day of adventure, normal rounds and novas, it has been my experience that
martial characters clearly lead the group through combat encounters, with spell casters having a more secondary/supporting role. (My experience is limited to the first two game levels, so it is quite possible that this will break down after level 10.) And if the enemy is at a distance, well, I guess I find it hard to believe that
even a six-person match can establish a front line so solid that backline characters are never at risk, even from an enemy that can run sideways (i.e., flank in the military sense). Remote monsters have to deal with the fact that other creatures provide Coverage, and that remote PCs can leave another deck, attack and
then return to their turn. In addition, if melee PCs close with monsters from a distance, they must attack with Disadvantage, eat OAs to get away, or use their action to disconnect. Melee PCs present a much more serious and immediate threat, so I think they deserve to be the ones facing the most attacks in most cases. I
guess my point is, 5e seems to have: 1. Removed, reduced, or de-formalized most martial mechanics pull. Much of a fighter's pull is passive, or completely universal (grapple, shove) that even natural pitcher warriors (such as the paladin) can do, with as much competition as a fighter. While the OP was specifically asking
about heavy armor mastery for a Fighter (well, a multiclass warlock-fighter), most of this thread has been discussing the heavy armor mastery utility for melee characters in general. I'm not sure how it affects my point (that melee characters can expect to face many attacks) to say that both wrestlers and paladins can use
Shove and Grapple. 2. that thrust mechanics are optional, and were not given any particular emphasis or focus on them for a lot of classes that seem to be back-line by definition. (I'm not sure where they fit in, for example, Monk or Rogue in this.) The thrust mechanics I've talked about are not optional, if you mean the
book calls them as optional rules. (I suppose, in a sense, all mechanics are If you mean that players can't use these defensive strategies, I agree, but, let's play this. Suppose we have a 5e campaign where the DM constantly ignores melee front liners and makes a bee line for backline wheels. Backline launchers did not
take any defense or escape spells, did not use Dash, Disengage, and Dodge actions, and do not attempt to use positioning to make it difficult for monsters to reach them without giving up attack actions. (I've never seen this, but for the sake of discussion.) In this scenario, melee characters don't face many attacks, and a
guy wants to blow a feat slot in Heavy Armor Mastery was a big mistake. In addition, in this scenario, pitchers face many attacks, making no effort to deal with those attacks, so they take a lot of damage often. Their Concentration spells usually do not last more than one round, and they spend the last half of most fights
on the ground making death saves. Maybe they'll start thinking about taking more defensive spells, using more defensive positioning, or reading in Dash, Unhook, and Dodge actions? All in all, this looks like it would be self-coring if it happened. 3. Made design movements, for other reasons and totally valid, which
significantly increase the value of the back-line objectives--Concentration and BA, in particular. What does BA mean? And I don't agree with your claim that in general, backline lenses are more valuable in 5e than in previous editions that I'm familiar with. It just hasn't been my experience that the 5e wizards are
something of a combat shocking thing (on average) like 4e Wizards (that color spray encounter power!) or 3.x Wizards. 4. Provided many of the #1 tools to monsters as well, because they are generic skills and therefore can be used by monsters as much as PCs. I discussed this earlier, but also, I would like to point out
that mastery of athletics is not very common for melee monsters, but I imagine that almost all force-based PCs will take it. As for Sentinel, well, it's still hugely limited by the whole thing just one reaction per turn. It can be more... I guess it's readily available for things in 3e or 4e, but at least 4e offers Defenders many ways
to block enemies. Sentry Gun still requires hitting with an attack, so it's not as if without confirmation, it just happens! I'd have to exercise a little Google-Fu to learn if there are things like this available in 4e, but I wouldn't be surprised if it can be built -- particularly for the fighter, since the fighters are for being the stickiest
defenders in 4e. I played a bunch of fighters in 4e. I won't rule out any feat or being able to appear somewhere I'm not aware of, but in general, if a monster went out of your league you could make an immediate attack, but, you'd have to have it marked, you only get one immediate one per round, and I wouldn't
Movement. If the monsters wanted to get away from my fighter to attack someone else, it was usually to change distance and then Charge, if they could make the things of the movement work well. (Often they couldn't, the 4e fighters were genuinely very sticky! But for single-target blocking, a 5e character with Sentinel
definitely looks better.) Limited accuracy, don't you think? Although I don't see the relevance of it here. In this scenario, melee characters don't face many attacks, and a guy wants to blow a feat slot in Heavy Armor Mastery was a big mistake. In addition, in this scenario, pitchers face many attacks, making no effort to
deal with those attacks, so they take a lot of damage often. Their Concentration spells usually do not last more than one round, and they spend the last half of most fights on the ground making death saves. Maybe they'll start thinking about taking more defensive spells, using more defensive positioning, or reading in
Dash, Unhook, and Dodge actions? All in all, this looks like it would be self-coring if it happened. What does the melee of the party do in this hypothesis? It seems that their only option is to turn and put on enemy figures who are attacking the remote, end up receiving several rounds of free hacks while the monsters
obsessively eat the launchers, and are still free to clean up once the eating phase of the fight is done. How do the monsters come out here? Page 7 What does the party's melee really do in this scenario? It seems that their only option is to turn and put on enemy figures who are attacking the remote, end up receiving
several rounds of free hacks while the monsters obsessively eat the launchers, and are still free to clean up once the eating phase of the fight is done. How do the monsters come out here? Well, in the hypothetical scenario where the backline characters don't really try to escape, the melee only has one chance in the
OAs, when the monsters are first executed beyond them. You exchange that against additional cantrip damage and the concentration spells the back line would have remained if they hadn't focused so quickly; I think the party's worse off in this case. I think this situation is so obviously terrible for the back line that they
won't let it rest for long, and when they decide to try to do something about it, I think they have a lot of good tools at their disposal. The scenario then changes in one of two ways: 1. The DM stops trying to aggressively pursue the back line, and instead attacks the melee. (What I really see in 5e games.) 2. The DM still
tries to aggressively chase the back line, but use spells/skills, positioning, and Dash, Unhook, and Dodge actions to make that usually un rewarding. Melee PCs get a lot more OAs, and spend many turns, whether not taking attack actions or attacking at a disadvantage. (I think the party is better off in this case, which is
equivalent to saying that I don't think it makes tactical sense for DMs to do this.) Well, in the hypothetical scenario where the backline characters don't really try to escape, the melee only has one chance in the OAs, when the monsters are first executed beyond them. You exchange that against additional cantrip damage
and the concentration spells the back line would have remained if they hadn't focused so quickly; I think the party's worse off in this case. The best result for monsters is to bring the party baseline down in a single round, which seems optimistic. EDIT: I originally had something here about additional rounds of melee
damage. Those are not really additional rounds; the problem is that monsters don't defend against melee at all, and melee can exploit that in several ways depending on the exact composition of the class. Besides, the melee isn't hitting themselves during any of this. This tactic seems especially inconseable if the group
outnumbers monsters. But again, it's hard to discuss these things in general. (Does this mean that the best move of the party is to dress up a lot of cannon fodder in magician's robes and let the monsters eat them every time?) Absolutely they can. It's not useful for them to do it, most of the time. Why not? I hate to ask
such a bald question, it sounds... flippant, I suppose, but that was literally my reaction. Why isn't it advantageous for monsters, but super advantageous for players? Is there really a gap between them in terms of basic competence? Area effect damage depends on the terrain. If there's room to spread, the fighters will. If
there isn't, area effects are more valuable, but it's easier for the melee to keep enemies out of the fireball dispenser- attempts to attack the enemy from a distance just move the scrimmage line from the body to body in general. Ranged tends to commit to remote, but that's supposed to happen- melee shooting should be
the lowest priority movement for attackers at a distance, to maintain niche protection for melee mechanically. I am happy to discuss specific examples, but I am not sure there is much useful to say at the level of the greatest generality. Sure. But scattered opponents don't provide meaningful coverage the way they're
insinuating that they do. I don't know how 5e handles things like just the tip of an ally's square crosses the line between the remotely and the goal, but had thought it would not be very detailed (since 5e's design spirit was more or less, anything that looks like difficult details should be erased unless it cannot be avoided).
How does the creatures involved work? Is it well defined, or is it left to the DM imagination? (At that point, using it as a means making the 'front line' the subject of focus fire seem... good, inappropriate, since by definition you can't trust it.) Since you mentioned specific examples, let's consider... Hm. Hobgoblins are a very
dangerous enemy. Let's say we have a group of fourteen goblins facing a group of five 5th level adventurers, so we're being pretty nice to the front row guys, most of whom will now have Extra Attack. Suppose a modified standard fighter party, Rogue (an archer, new rank), Cleric (say War Cleric--are a front leader),
Wizard, and... let's say a monk, who spends a lot of time very mobile. (You could alternatively make a group of 6 vs 21 hobgoblins to get a more accurate fight not very deadly but very hard, and assume 3 leaders, maybe two fighters and a paladin, and three back-runners, maybe a rogue, a pitcher cleric, and a magician,
but that seems like a difficult amount to handle things to keep track of a hypothesis). Half of the elves add melee: one or two on each of the forwards and the rest bordering the past to reach the boys in the back, so we'll say two in Fighter (one of which intentionally eats an OA), two in the Cleric, one in the Monk, and the
remaining two at least try to go further. The remaining seven elves move on each side, hoping to flank and shoot; Although opportunistic, they favor fighters with lighter armor, so the Monk (who is likely to eat many ranged attacks), Wizard, and Rogue. This seems like a situation where some of the elves would actually
pay stock to somehow lock up enemies. Even at a slightly higher level, he would probably cast only a couple of enemy spell casters, who would do their best to hide behind the rear-rank Hobgoblin archers. Now, to be fair, I partly chose hobgoblins because their tactics strongly emphasize a mixture of commitment, and
make that mixed commitment legitimately quite dangerous. But for this five*5th level match, at least by 5e's meeting rules, this shouldn't be even halfway to Mortal (much closer to the minimum for Hard) - and goblins seemed very appropriate to use smart/dangerous tactics instead of, say, some kind of animal or a
cargony Chuck opponent like orcs or bugbears. Monsters also have motion-action-movement, yes, but this doesn't particularly help you attack backline PCs instead of frontline PCs, at least in my experience. Again, I don't want to sound flippant, but: Why not? Why is this act advantageous only to one side and not to
Other? That doesn't make sense to me. And, according to my reading of the rules (which agrees with Sage Advice here) you can't use Multiattack attacks to make Shoves or Grapples. This means that monsters will usually have to give up entire actions to use these maneuvers. In addition, front-line PCs are often going



to be excellent at athletics (or for Acrobatics) making them difficult targets for these maneuvers. * Sigh * Yes, I know. That's exactly why I said that. I specifically mentioned not only Multiattack because I know that's how Multiattack works—it's not attack action (a place where I'm completely confused by 5e's supposedly
natural language). Surely, surely, since a large number of PCs receive at least one extra Attack when taking attack action, at least some monsters also do? I think the shield is a very common selection, perhaps the most common after finding familiar and wizard armor. But, these are just examples. In the first level, a
magician could also take an expedited retreat, longstrider, or thunder waves. The misty passage is also quite common, but if you don't want that, second-level alternatives include blur, darkness, wind gust, invisibility, Levite or spider climbing. I don't think anyone should base their arguments on what they think should be
the most common spell selections, when no one in this conversation really has any idea what the most common selections are, but that's not really the point I was trying to make. My point was more than I don't think it's fair to assume the selection of specific spells. That's an unwarranted assumption that no one really
knows if it's accurate or not, and it just works to improve your point of view. I mean, if I wanted to, I could easily counter with well feats are much more optional than spells, and my experience is that most DMs strongly disapprove of exploits. Because that would be true -- most of the people I've talked to about 5e think the
exploits are horrible, and they should never have been included in 5e. More or less, I feel that you are unfairly burdening the discussion with assumptions, and I am concerned that much of the validity of your arguments stems from assuming these things. If a magician didn't take any defense or escape spells, he still has
the ability to play smart and try to keep his distance, and if he gets into trouble, he can always use Unhook and Dodge. That... Well, maybe I'm wrong, but that sounds like a massive waste, unless the character in question is in extreme danger. It is better to destroy or incapacitate the opposition than to bother to distance
itself, from what I have heard, a fight that lasts more than 3 rounds is very unusual, and a fight that lasts less than 1 full round is not surprising. (My 5e combat experience is that it's incredibly, incredibly dangerous for every PC, and it rarely lasts less than 5 rounds, but my experience is limited to the first level, so I've
heard it's not exactly representative -- so, I'm not relying on this experience much, no matter how compelling it is If the wheels are using areas like Evard's black tentacles, that should make it harder for monsters to move around the battlefield as they wish, right? But, I agree, deliberately trying to break concentration can
be a reasonable strategy some monsters, but magicians should be aware of this as well, and they should be doubly careful about staying out of reach when they have important concentration spells up. (And they should avoid throwing them if they are in a position where they expect to be subject to many attacks.) And, I'm
not sure about your risk/reward analysis; It's important to note that refusing to attack melee PCs doesn't stop them from attacking you. In fact, if you are causing OAs in order to try to chase the back line of PC, you will take more attacks per round of them, no less. And of course, if you're not attacking them, you can also
expect to face more rounds of attacks from them. so how are back-liners back far back for frontline people to get multiple rounds to chase anyone who comes after them? What space are we talking about? Everything is sounding so super pink for PCs, and completely, totally impossible for their enemies. Can anything go
wrong? You make it sound as if the front line is so totally impregnable, so impregnable, but in a large open space it shouldn't be so hard to maneuver. And it should be almost impossible if the group's enemies attack from more than one direction, or have high ground or any other advantage. In any case, this sounds
painfully like a white room, as much as I completely hate it when other people jog that phrase, because it sounds like a flat plain with no features where PCs can decide how engagement begins. Not sure why you're evaluating melee attacks without spells or maneuvers? That doesn't look like apples for apples. The right
comparison for ordinary attacks would be cantrips, I think, and that comes out very clearly in favor of martial ones. Uh, I wasn't excluding maneuvers, thank you, even explicitly I said it... and no, I don't think, at all, that cantrips compare properly to ordinary attacks. Specifically because they are obviously inferior! Why
compare things you know are totally inappropriate? If we wanted to compare nova rounds, Fireball is a Level 3 spell that wizards can collect first at level 5. Does 8d6 (average 28) damage. A level 5 paladin with a two-handed weapon can attack and crush twice and do an average of 52 damage in a single round. What
are your calculations here? I'm not seeing anything near that. Fireball is an area-of-effect spell, so it should never be assumed that no wizard player is foolish enough to waste it on a single enemy unless there was some serious need for what I'm left with (see, here's what I mean about unfair assumptions!). I'm going to
risk an assumption and say that three goals, and one of them saves successfully. (I have no idea how precise this is, but it seems like a fair approximate number.) The average of 8d6 is in fact 28, so 28 * 2.5 x 70 damage, for a single spell slot (out of a total of 3, assuming that the you are playing fairly efficiently and use
Arcane Recovery to recover a 3rd level spell slot). So it looks good enough. The paladin can crush, yes; Let's say you have a Big Sword and +4 Str, so a hit--not an attack--does 2d6 +4 x 11 base damage on average, plus 3d8 to 14.5 crush damage if you spend your two slots at 2nd level (2d8 to 9 if immersed in 1st level
slots). If we are very generous and assume a 75% hit rate, we can expect approximately 3 successful hits at the end of the paladin's second turn, giving 11 * 3 + 14.5 * 2 to 33 + 29 x 62 damage. For the funniest, we'll even say the third attack has a mastery of 1st slot level, adding 9 more damage, total 71. Therefore,
over the course of two rounds, a paladin has spent two 2nd level slots and a 1st level slot (more than half of its total all-day strike damage) in order to achieve what a Wizard spell could achieve against a negligible number of targets (or a considerable number, if all pass salvation). And since we're assuming a paladin
focused on damage, there is certainly nothing unfair about assuming a damage-focused magician, so they can even cast these spells on their front lines without fear (excluding 1+ 3 x 4 creatures that, by drafting the feature, do not take damage from it), allowing them to maximize the effectiveness of their explosion spells,
so assuming that only three valid targets are extremely generous to the Paladin. (Things get even better at level 10, when the magician can start adding Mod Int to the Evocation spells.) So... Again, these assumptions he's bringing sound extremely inclined -- the paladin must invest much more to achieve a similar effect,
or in other words, the paladin needs a collection of those rounds that *don't* involve fireball or bumps to catch up. Trying to pretend that we should only consider cantrips, when only one class (the sorcerer) is particularly based on cantrip, is a big skinny favor to the background range characters. If you drop a creature or
critics and have Great Weapon Mastery, you can attack (and Smash) again as an additional action, adding 21 additional damage. A level 5 master battle fighter with a two-handed weapon can attack and use Wave of Action and Maneuvers to do 67 damage in a single round. If you receive an additional action attack, you
can add an additional 12 to that. (The above average damage is only totalized in a non-critical hit; including the chances of missing/saving helps the fireball look better, including critics helping melee guys look better, I don't think the analysis is materially affected by ignoring both the moment.) ... how many smites,
exactly, does this paladin have available? Because you only get two slots of 2nd level in the 5th level. And no, you're wrong not to consider the faults. Even with 75% accuracy - an extremely generous strike ratio, as it means that any roll 6 or better is a hit, so the enemy's air conditioner is, I think, only 12 or 13 - you're
still (approximately) a 25% reduction to all unper manipulated/non-damaged parts. The AS-using Fighter, using my previous math, most likely needs a second round to pass all available maneuvering dice. Criticism happens 5% of the time, and equals (effectively) a free self-hit without the static component, so it's fair to
call it (approximately) a 15% drop in total damage even if a critic occurs (which, statistically, even an Actionging Fighter gets 1 or more critical in 4 attacks only 18.5% of the time, so it's just common). Averaging all day of adventure, normal rounds and novas, it has been my experience that martial characters clearly lead
the group through combat encounters, with spell casters having a more secondary/supporting role. (My experience is limited to the first two game levels, so it is quite possible that this will break down after level 10.) I don't have enough experience with anything but the first level to say, but all others have told me is that
beavers who choose a heavy support role are shrinking. If I'm being honest, I'm tempted to call selection bias here, but even make claims that strong is inappropriate. I don't know how your group plays, and I don't know what your group likes. But the charop I've read, and the others I've talked to, have told me that
playing a heavy supporting role, unless that's really what you want to play, is a waste of the substantial potential of a complete pitcher. Remote monsters have to deal with the fact that other creatures provide Coverage, and that remote PCs can leave another deck, attack and then return to their turn. In addition, if melee
PCs close with monsters from a distance, they must attack with Disadvantage, eat OAs to get away, or use their action to disconnect. Melee PCs present a much more serious and immediate threat, so I think they deserve to be the ones facing the most attacks in most cases. Again, this seems like an unwarranted
assumption. The ranges of 5e ranged weapons are quite long, even the optimal ranges where you are not suffering Disadvantage. Why not move on a loose diagonal, away from the group, but also to one side, open flanking shots for the enemy group? (In the military sense, not in the sense of we have a PC on opposite
sides of this creature.) While the OP was specifically asking about heavy armor mastery for a Fighter (well, a multiclass warlock-fighter), most of this thread has been discussing the heavy armor mastery utility for melee characters in general. I'm not sure how it affects my point (which melee can expect to face many
attacks) to say that both wrestlers and paladins can use Shove and Grapple. I thought the subject had moved away from specifically discussing HAM and more towards discussing whether the front line can, in fact, attract and retain the incoming enemy to protect their allies. HAM is only obliquely related to that, I admit,
but that's what I was aiming for, the reasons offered why 5e frontline characters can supposedly attract and retain incoming enemy attacks. The list provided seemed weak, partially dependent on non-trivial DM input, and provide advantages on one side (or even just a part on one side) without providing similar
advantages to others. The thrust mechanics I've talked about are not optional, if you mean the book calls them as optional rules. (I suppose, in a sense, all mechanics are optional.) If you mean that players can't use these defensive strategies, I agree, but, let's play this. Bluh, I really hate that 5e has become optional in
this thing where it's things that the DM can kick or magnanimously worthy for players to use, because it makes the natural uses of terms confusing. (Irony is not lost in me, I assure you. I meant optional in the sense of is the choice of each player whether or not to take shield, etc. I've met the wizards who value him very
much, and the wizards who wouldn't touch him with a ten-foot pole. It's a straight elimination assumption, it's no different from all the paladins will use a two-handed weapon and be happy for the forces. It is also something I was repeatedly told not to do, both in the context of spells and in the context of the elements, in
other discussions. Probably not for you--so I apologize if I'm responding unfairly to you as a result of that--but it *is* one thing people have repeatedly told me is inappropriate for discussion 5e. Suppose we have a 5e campaign where the DM constantly ignores melee front liners and makes a bee line for backline wheels.
Backline launchers did not take any defense or escape spells, did not use Dash, Disengage, and Dodge actions, and do not attempt to use positioning to make it difficult for monsters to reach them without giving up attack actions. (I've never seen this, but for the sake of discussion.) Woah, this is waaaay more than I was
saying. So... I will no longer respond to this hypothesis, because it is taking my argument very disproportionately. I was saying, Well, you can't assume that every magician prepares spells to go out without garbage. No baseline character behaves defensively, for any reason, ever. Never. Never. That's not what I was
saying, so the conclusions you drawn from her have nothing to do with my position. What does BA mean? And I don't agree with your claim that in general, backline targets are more valuable at 5e in previous editions that I'm familiar with. It just hasn't been my experience that the 5e wizards are something of a combat
shocking thing (on average) like 4e Wizards (that color spray encounter power!) or 3.x Wizards. Limited accuracy, as Rakehell pointed out. The relevance is quite simple: 5 points of AC is absolutely absolutely at 5e, while 5 AC points in (say) 4e was small enough for a second-tier Wizard utility to get you (almost) than
once in each encounter. Because of BA, the front linings can easily reach 20 AC, while the Wizard struggles to have better than 12 (unless, again, we make the assumption that they blow a prepared spell and a slot in Wizard Armor). That's a difference of at least a 30% chance to hit -- if the magician has a comfortably
low chance of being hit, say 50%, then the front linings easily have only a 20% chance of being hit. Which turns those beautiful damage numbers into almost nothing. Or, alternatively, the front linings have a moderate chance of being hit, again call it 50%, then the Wizard has a huge 80% chance of being hit. This makes
a huge difference because of the amount of damage monsters can do to someone. And eliminating PCs is the best way to balance the fight in favor of monsters, because 5e is, more than anything else, a game of raw numbers- the more one side outperforms the other, the more likely it is that the large side is to win. I
wouldn't get massive XP multipliers, this wasn't that important. I discussed this before, but also, I would like to point out that mastery of athletics is not very common for melee monsters, but I imagine that almost all force-based PCs will take it. Why did you expect that? Genuinely curious. I've known several Str-heavy 5e
PCs that didn't have athletics competition --they saw it as unnecessary, especially in the early levels when Prof is just a +2 bonus. I played a bunch of fighters in 4e. I won't rule out any feats or being able to appear somewhere I don't know, but in general, if a monster went out of your league you could make an immediate
attack, but, you'd have to have it marked, you only get one immediate one per round, and it wouldn't stop the move. If the monsters wanted to get away from my fighter to attack someone else, it was usually to change distance and then Charge, if they could make the things of the movement work well. (Often they
couldn't, the 4e fighters were genuinely very sticky! But for single-target blocking, a 5e character with Sentinel definitely looks better.) But you admit it's a very qualitative difference, okay? Isn't that absolute quantitative? Because the way you expressed it earlier, it was actually impossible in other editions, but trivially easy
at 5e. This presentation here is much more mediative, and would not have provoked such an incredulous response on my part, if it had been the original. More or less, I feel that you are unfairly burdening the discussion with assumptions, and I worry much of the validity of his arguments stems from having assumed
these things. Here is a partial list of assumptions embedded in your publication. ... I don't think anyone should base their arguments on what they think the most common spell selections should be... ... assuming that the Wizard Wizard playing quite efficiently ... ... Play a heavy supporting role, unless that's really what you
want to play, it's a waste of the substantial potential of a complete launcher... Better to destroy or incapacitate the opposition than to bother to get himself out, from what I've heard, a fight that lasts more than 3 rounds is very unusual, and a fight that lasts less than 1 full round is not surprising... I have no problem with
taking on an efficient game, but the other assumptions here are certainly debatable. In particular, in the last six sessions of my game that had a match, the shortest fight was six rounds long. It's impossible to discuss this kind of thing without a set of assumptions. Charop in particular is based on assumptions, so
appealing to it necessarily includes them. I'll be back with a discussion about the elf's example. Again, I don't want to sound flippant, but: Why not? Why is this act advantageous only for one side and not for the other? That doesn't make sense to me. Move-action-movement helps a lot for melee kids who want to attack
multiple opponents one after the other, when they are dropping enemies as they progress. Therefore, a fighter cutting through goblins or orcs gets a lot from him. It is also nice for guys at a distance, who can get out from behind the deck, shoot, and then retreat back to the deck. I don't think there are many situations
where it would be useful for people who want to ignore frontline fighters and attack the back line. * Sigh * Yes, I know. That's exactly why I said that. I specifically mentioned not only Multiattack because I know that's how Multiattack works—it's not attack action (a place where I'm completely confused by 5e's supposedly
natural language). Surely, surely, since a large number of PCs receive at least one extra Attack when taking attack action, at least some monsters also do? I'm sorry, I must have misunderstood. In response to your question, none of the monsters in the Monster Manual get Extra Attacks, as far as I can tell. I think it's
exclusively for PC. Instead, everyone is given the Multiattack action. So, I agree with my original point, I don't think the ability to grab and push is likely to often help monsters a lot in their effort to pass the front line and attack the back line without giving up attack actions. That... Well, maybe I'm wrong, but that sounds like
a massive waste, unless the character in question is in extreme danger. It's better to destroy or incapacitate the opposition than to bother to push yourself away, from what I've heard, a fight that lasts more than 3 rounds is very unusual, and a fight that lasts less than 1 round it's not surprising. In my experience, cantrips
really aren't great. Therefore, giving up cantrip's actions is not so painful. The join constraint on spell slot spells is usually spelling grooves, not The result is that pitchers lose much less effectiveness than martial characters if they occasionally have to use actions in Dash, Disengage, or Dodge. so how are back-liners back
far back for frontline people to get multiple rounds to chase anyone who comes after them? What space are we talking about? I think it's a mistake to think about D&amp;D combat mainly imagining a large open field with long linear distances. In my experience, most combat occurs indoors or underground. Such spaces
allow the wheels to retreat behind the strangulation points which can then be guarded by melee PCs if necessary. Therefore, it is necessary to return to the previous strangulation point, but usually no more. If you had a big open field, this wouldn't work as well, but then there's no reason why you can't retire as far as you
want, right? You make it sound as if the front line is so totally impregnable, so impregnable, but in a large open space it shouldn't be so hard to maneuver. And it should be almost impossible if the group's enemies attack from more than one direction, or have high ground or any other advantage. In any case, this sounds
painfully like a white room, as much as I completely hate it when other people jog that phrase, because it sounds like a flat plain with no features where PCs can decide how engagement begins. If you have a big open space, it's not that hard to move, that's true. It is not my experience that a lot of fights take place in
large open spaces, with a large number of monsters attacking from more than one direction, without any strangling point that can be removed. Since this situation is rare in my experience, what is or is not tactically possible in such situations does not weigh much on my analysis of how often melee characters should be
attacked by tactically cunning DMs. What are your calculations here? Your post originally said it's people who can instantly fall 8d6 (or similar) into your head, or people who can suddenly undo the damage of an entire round, who want to try to pineapple. Therefore, I have brought damage from a single round of fighter
and paladin to show that they can drop considerably more than 8d6 on the head of a single monster at once if nova. And, I don't know, I don't know that it's reasonable to compare AoE's damage to the damage of a single target on a one-to-one basis, as focus fire is much more tactically useful. I don't agree that against
low-level swarms of opposition, evocation-focused pitchers can really shine. I appreciate the analysis hunting and paladin damage. A 75% hit rate is quite reasonable for martial characters at that level without Advantage, they must have +7 to hit and the AC average in CR 5 is 15. Since they'll usually be fighting a mix of
CR 5 or lower stuff, that works pretty well I think. One One You haven't taken into account the Great Fighting Style weapon for martial ones, which will increase the average damage with each d6 from 3.5 to 4.17. Using a 75% chance of hit and a critical 5% chance for the Paladin, his expected one-round damage if
novaza is 42 euros, going to 58 euros if he receives an additional action attack. Things are more complicated with the Battle Master Fighter if you try to move to a more detailed analysis, as Precision Attack allows you to turn failures into hits, and Trip Attack allows you to gain Advantage for your subsequent attacks, but
you should do better than the Paladin in a nova round, on average. In any case, it is my experience that over the course of the adventure day, martial characters are much more dangerous and shocking in combat than pitchers. This is what I have seen in the home campaigns that I have directed and played with different
groups, and in the Adventurer League games I have run and played with a large number of different people in the last almost 2 years. This experience informs my tactical decisions when DM discourages me from aggressively pursuing backline launchers. Again, this seems like an unwarranted assumption. The ranges of
5e ranged weapons are quite long, even the optimal ranges where you are not suffering Disadvantage. Why not move on a loose diagonal, away from the group, but also to one side, open flanking shots for the enemy group? (In the military sense, not in the sense of we have a PC on opposite sides of this creature.) I'm
not sure what assumption you mean here, could you be more specific? I thought the issue had moved away from specifically discussing HAM and more towards discussing whether the front line can, in fact, attract and retain incoming enemy attacks to protect its allies. HAM is only obliquely related to that, I admit, but
that's what I was aiming for, the reasons offered why 5e frontline characters can supposedly attract and retain incoming enemy attacks. The list provided seemed weak, partially dependent on non-trivial DM input, and provide advantages on one side (or even just a part on one side) without providing similar advantages to
others. I can't talk to what other people are discussing, or with the intention of arguing, but my participation in this thread focuses primarily on the question of whether Heavy Armor Mastery is worth it. As part of that question, I'm interested in whether melee characters can expect to face many incoming attacks. In my
experience, they do, and I have offered reasons why I might expect that, despite the differences between 4e and 5e that suggest to some that would not be the case. Limited accuracy, Rakehell pointed out. The relevance is quite simple: 5 air conditioning points is absolutely huge at 5e, while 5 AC points in (say) 4e was
small enough that a second-level Wizard utility would get you (almost) you once in Meeting. I'm not sure what you mean here. Wouldn't a 5-point difference in AC result in similar expected damage ratios in both editions? This makes a huge difference because of the amount of damage monsters can do to someone. And
eliminating PCs is the best way to balance the fight in favor of monsters, because 5e is, more than anything else, a game of raw numbers- the more one side outperforms the other, the more likely it is that the large side is to win. I wouldn't get massive XP multipliers, this wasn't that important. I agree that the focus fire is
generally tactically sound, my contention is that: 1. Despite the lower defenses of the backline characters, it is not often the case that the approach shooting them down is easier than doing that to the front melee coatings. 2. The fact that the wheels have a low round-to-round impact means that denying the effective
rounds of the match with them is less valuable than doing the same with other characters. Why did you expect that? Genuinely curious. I've known several Str-heavy 5e PCs that didn't have athletics competition --they saw it as unnecessary, especially in the early levels when Prof is just a +2 bonus. It's the only Force
skill, and there are no Constitution skills. You'll always use some skill selections with your tertiary stats, but it's good to have at least one thing you're legitimately the best at. In addition, Grapple and Shove are very good, and it's good to be able to get out of enemy hooks. Normally I do not consider myself claustrophobic,
but the vast majority of my games have not been in strange, baroque, deadly holes in the ground, and therefore there are too rarely strangulation points that can be used. At 5e this means... Well, it means that a fighter is singularly ineffective in protecting his allies unless he is allowed to dictate where the battle takes
place, and even then the surface world is rarely complacent enough to eliminate the possibility of being flanked to a food well. Since you mentioned specific examples, let's consider... Hm. Hobgoblins are a very dangerous enemy. Let's say we have a group of fourteen goblins facing a group of five 5th level adventurers,
so we're being pretty nice to the front row guys, most of whom will now have Extra Attack. Suppose a modified standard fighter party, Rogue (an archer, new rank), Cleric (say War Cleric--are a front leader), Wizard, and... let's say a monk, who spends a lot of time very mobile. (You could alternatively make a 6-on-21
hobgoblins group to get a more accurate, not-too-deadly fight very hard, and assume 3 leaders, maybe two fighters and a paladin, and three back-runners, maybe a rogue, a pitching cleric, and a magician, but that seems like a difficult amount to handle to keep track of a hypothesis). Half of the goblins add melee: one or
two in each of the leaders and the rest passed to get to the guys in the back, so let's say two in Fighter (one of whom intentionally eats an OA), two in the Cleric, one in the Monk, and the remaining two at least try to go further. The remaining seven elves move on each side, hoping to flank and shoot; Although
opportunistic, they favor fighters with lighter armor, so the Monk (who is likely to eat many ranged attacks), Wizard, and Rogue. This seems like a situation where some of the elves would actually pay stock to somehow lock up enemies. Even at a slightly higher level, he would probably cast only a couple of enemy spell
casters, who would do their best to hide behind the rear-rank Hobgoblin archers. Now, to be fair, I partly chose hobgoblins because their tactics strongly emphasize a mixture of commitment, and make that mixed commitment legitimately quite dangerous. But for this five*5th level match, at least by 5e's meeting rules, this
shouldn't be even halfway to Mortal (much closer to the minimum for Hard) - and goblins seemed very appropriate to use smart/dangerous tactics instead of, say, some kind of animal or a cargony Chuck opponent like orcs or bugbears. This looks bad for the party, but I'd like to point out that the first thing the elves did
was spread out. I agree that it is the right tactical choice for them, but it means the incredible power of the magician's fireball... Lol Depending on how the archers extend, the magician can get up to four of them, and that's it. Is all this happening on an infinite plane, or what? And what kind of spell load are we taking on for
the magician? Has the cleric revived prepared? I could make some assumptions about these things, but the assumptions seem to be a painful place here. Tell me, what do you think is reasonable? Overall, there's not going to be a significant front line here. If the elves focus on the magician's fire and move first, the
magician will likely die. If the magician has no defensive spell, the best game is probably for fireball, then run to cover (if any) and play sniper- emerge from deck, cantrip, re-cover. If there's no coverage, how did the party get into this mess? If there are no other options, the assistant should probably run next to/behind the
war cleric and be prone. (I would need to hear a pretty good argument before accepting that the cleric did not forgive the dying.) Note that in this situation, hanging out near the clergyman is an example of the front row protecting a pitcher Hunting and cleric must be able to survive the first round and at least reduce their
attackers to one each. The magician and rogue are unlikely to be dead at the end of the first round, and if someone is dead, that starts a 10-hour clock in revivify, if that's available. I I usually think of myself as claustrophobic, but the overwhelming majority of my games have not been in strange, baroque, deadly holes in
the ground, and therefore there are too rarely strangulation points that can be used. At 5e this means... Well, it means that a fighter is singularly ineffective in protecting his allies unless he is allowed to dictate where the battle takes place, and even then the surface world is rarely complacent enough to eliminate the
possibility of being flanked to a food well. Rocks. Trees. Ravines. Reasonably tall grass. A wagon. It cannot be the case that the visibility is perfect, the terrain is perfectly level, and neither side is aware of the other until the two have closed inside the bow strip. That set of assumptions contradicts itself. EDIT: In case this
needs to be spelled, it's not so hard to dictate where a battle takes place if you can see someone following you. We moved to the best place you can get to on time, and then wait. Rocks. Trees. Ravines. Reasonably tall grass. A wagon. It cannot be the case that the visibility is perfect, the terrain is perfectly level, and
neither side is aware of the other until the two have closed inside the bow strip. That set of assumptions contradicts itself. EDIT: In case this needs to be spelled, it's not so hard to dictate where a battle takes place if you can see someone following you. We moved to the best place you can get to on time, and then wait.
This requires players who want to take advantage of it and a DM that remembers to include those features when setting up the encounter/battle map. And even then sometimes the terrain is going to favor the other guy. It's not something you can necessarily trust from one game to another. This requires players who want
to take advantage of it and a DM that remembers to include those features when setting up the encounter/battle map. And even then sometimes the terrain is going to favor the other guy. It's not something you can necessarily trust from one game to another. It seems to me that you're saying that 5e's design would be
better off if it were better suited to fights taking place in a blank battlemat, that is, an endless level extension, nothing without features. I disagree. It would probably lead to +2 to a relevant statistic on heavy armor mastery. Page 8 It seems to me that you are saying 5e design would be better if it were better adapted to
fights that take place in a blank battlemat- that is, an endless level extension, nothing without features. I disagree. It would probably lead to +2 to a relevant statistic on armor mastery No, the most interesting terrain is better. But it can be detrimental to the party as easily as a benefit. If that's the kind of style of play the
group enjoys. The DM style can influence how useful the strangulation points are and the positioning of the frontliners. It's worth thinking about whether it's going to be useful in the types of conflict that at his table. Assumptions that players can, or want, dictate match terms will not be consistent from table to table. 5e is
presented as very flexible about play styles, and certain tactics will not always translate from table to table well. It should not assume any land, but it should not assume beneficial land either. If monsters can use the terrain well, then they can turn an easy encounter into a deadly encounter, as easily as PCs can take
advantage of strangulation points to make a deadly encounter easy. And none can make use of the terrain and try muscle through a white room encounter. It is very variable in both occurrence frequency and the ability of PCs to make use of it for their benefit. So, to get back to the subject. If your group and DM regularly
use strangulation points to limit the facade, then heavy armor mastery could be very useful against hordes of weak enemies. If you're regularly thrown into 30'x30' rooms with ogres and dragons, it loses a lot of its brilliance. Where your game falls on that spectrum is important for whether it's useful or not. And the fact that
it falls at one end of the spectrum or the other doesn't mean that the experiences of other peoples are not valid for their boards. Play a dwarf battle master from the hill with the feat of Heavy Armor Master. The character is from the 6th level. During our last two sessions, we thought HAM avoided 78 damage that my
character would otherwise have had to eat. I'm thinking it was worth it... if nothing else allowed me to survive at higher levels. So, to get back to the subject. If your group and DM regularly use strangulation points to limit the facade, then heavy armor mastery could be very useful against hordes of weak enemies. Just to
clarify a point I made in my previous post, I don't think pitchers necessarily need ground to prevent attacks. I suggested chokepoint's tactic simply in response to Ezekiel's argument that he was possibly taking too much distance for pitchers to retreat while aggressively chasing monsters for multiple rounds. In restricted
circumstances where pitchers don't have much room to retreat, that also often means the kind of terrain that allows you to defend strangulation points. If you want to take on an infinitely large plain with no features, launchers can still avoid launcher-centric monster attacks, even without defensive or escape magic, unless
monsters start nearby or come in multiple directions like once. In a (highly theoretical) game where the DM always aggressively pursues pitchers, and pitchers do not No defensive or escape magic, the launchers can simply Dash away (initially along a diagonal if you're playing on a grid) on the first sign of trouble, Dash
monsters to chase them, Dash melee PCs to intercept and then keep up with monsters every round. This can be repeated indefinitely, and the only people Get attacks are melee PCs, which get OAs every round when monsters run away from them. This is certainly super strange, but that's partly because some very
strange restrictions have been put forward. In my experience, what really happens in fights that take place outdoors is that melee PCs move up to close with monsters while the recoil line moves to keep the distance, and then the monsters/DM usually decide that it is not worth eating OAs and forgo attack actions to go
after the back line. Or, the monsters are attacking from over the direction or throwing an ambush at close range, in which case the launchers break a lot of defensive and escape magic (A recent example for my Wizard AL: Misty Step here, frost ray the closest to me, then move my full speed on this way.), or, eat a lot of
attacks and very well can fall. The latter certainly happens sometimes, but not enough to change the fact that the vast majority of attacks go to melee characters. No, the most interesting terrain is better. But it can be detrimental to the party as easily as a benefit. Yes, you can. Being surrounded is bad. Being
outnumbered is bad. Being surrounded and outnumbered is very bad. And in a hypothesis where the party is massively out in number, surrounded, and has nowhere to hide, they are in big trouble. This is a style of play theme in the same way that it hurts to be hit with a sword is a game style decision; in an RPG, that
doesn't have to be true, but it's an extreme deviation from the default of 5e and many other games. In the hypothetical hobgoblin, I didn't start talking about terrain because I think the terrain is clean. I did it because, surrounded by snipers who preferably shoot at lightly armored targets, coverage is a necessity. If there
are none, a lightly armored target will die. Even armored targets are in serious trouble. Declaring that there is no coverage to have is using the terrain, just as staging a fight around the edge of a bottomless well is using terrain, style of play or not. Play a dwarf battle master from the hill with the feat of Heavy Armor
Master. The character is from the 6th level. During our last two sessions, we thought HAM avoided 78 damage that my character would otherwise have had to eat. I'm thinking it was worth it... if nothing else allowed me to survive at higher levels. I've had a similar experience. Tank like a lunar druid next to a HAM fighter
illustrated the differences quite clearly. Horde of goblin archers? The grizzly bear went through changing shapes and grooves of at an absurd rate, and the wrestler shrugged easily (the DIFFERENCE of CA is a huge factor here too, to be sure). Yes, you can. Being surrounded is bad. Being outnumbered is bad. Being
surrounded and outnumbered is very bad. And in a hypothesis where the party is massively outnumbered, surrounded, surrounded, there's nowhere to hide, they're in big trouble. This is a style of play theme in the same way that it hurts to be hit with a sword is a game style decision; in an RPG, that doesn't have to be
true, but it's an extreme deviation from the default of 5e and many other games. In the hypothetical hobgoblin, I didn't start talking about terrain because I think the terrain is clean. I did it because, surrounded by snipers who preferably shoot at lightly armored targets, coverage is a necessity. If there are none, a lightly
armored target will die. Even armored targets are in serious trouble. Declaring that there is no coverage to have is using the terrain, just as staging a fight around the edge of a bottomless well is using terrain, style of play or not. But assuming that a match can dictate the terms of engagement is a larger assumption of the
style of play that hurts to be struck with a sword. Ambushes, time constraints, lack of knowledge of the terrain. All of them can contribute to a party being unwilling or not able to make beneficial use of the land. So responding to concerns that the real experience of people with 5e, that frontliners have trouble protecting the
back line, with Rocks. Trees. Ravines. Reasonably tall grass. A car. Here is a partial list of assumptions embedded in your publication. Well, of them, I don't consider the first assumption -- I consider it a lack of assumption about something. Don't assume any specific spells. That's all I meant by that, it's an attempt at a
quantitative argument that none of us here can support with real quantitative data. Hell, not even qualitative data! It's fair to question the assumption that the Wizard is playing fairly efficiently, but I really have to wonder... what pressure, exactly, would call a magician to regularly choose to recover spell slots lower than the
highest level he can recover with Arcane Recovery? Because that, for me, sounds like a much stranger/specific scenario, while the generic scenario sounds like I should have more of the best I can do, since higher slots almost always equal *both* plus effect * and * more diversity. You can't cast high-level spells on low-
level slots, but you can do the opposite, in other words. I don't see how the third is an assumption either way, as I was talking about what others have told me, not one thing I really know for sure myself. Many people, not just charop people, have insisted that 5e combat is fast, brutal, and largely emphasizes the
elimination of their enemies. Healing in combat is only useful (a) puts someone back on their feet *and then* allows them to do more damage than you could have done yourself, or (b) avoid an imminent death of characters (for example, an ally has already failed 2 saves and is in a dice position). Any other situation,
including a cantrip, particularly once auto-scaling begins, automatic, Push the fight closer to a conclusion, at which point the most efficient spells (or healing without spells) can be used without fear. It's exactly the same thing that affected 4e combat, but improved, because it's less efficient and more expensive to do
healing in combat. With 5e, you have to throw a cantrip + Healing Word (which, as you have pointed out, is less damage than a ball to the wall damage-front-liner machine can do), or you have to blow all your action into healing wounds, I have no problem with taking on the efficient game, but the other assumptions here
are certainly debatable. In particular, in the last six sessions of my game that had a match, the shortest fight was six rounds long. Well, like I said, that fits my 5e experience, limited even if it is, much better. But when I have literally half a dozen, or more, different people, some of whom actually post on this site, like Tony
Vargas and Abdul Alhazred, all telling you that the 5e fights are pretty consistently too short to actually make use of a class that needs a couple of windy time rounds? Not bad... it's very hard to ignore that, no matter how much I don't agree with my own perception. It's impossible to discuss this kind of thing without a set
of assumptions. Charop in particular is based on assumptions, so appealing to it necessarily includes them. Sure, but it seems to me that you're making a lot of assumptions that everyone is remarkably tilting things in favor of the back linings run and hide, the fronts do all the work (a concise, if unbearable, summary of
their position as I understand it). To me, those assumptions taken together mean you've come to an obvious conclusion. It's not a circular logic per se, but when I read through this and find that each combat layer seems to have assumptions inclined towards frontline damage (e.g. I'll assume 100% hit rate) and away from
the baseline defense (I'm ignoring area-of-effect damage and only considering travel songs) , has a sense of circular logic, particularly when many of these assumptions are left implicit. It wasn't necessarily attractive for hardcore character optimization. Just by pointing out the conclusions drawn by many charoppers --
who tend to want each class to do their best individually, although full pitchers in particular often get analysis of the benefits (and costs) of playing full support, too. Many charop guides are not just taking this, not that, after all, involve a little trying to help people answer the question, what do I want to do? because that's a
necessary starting point before you can respond to the How can I do well? Move-action-movement helps a lot for melee kids who want to attack multiple opponents one after the other, when they are dropping enemies as they progress. Therefore, a fighter cutting through goblins or orcs gets a lot from him. It's also nice
for kids at a distance, who can behind the deck, shoot, and then retreat again to cover. I don't think there are many situations where it would be useful for people who want to ignore frontline fighters and attack the back line. Uh... why wouldn't hobgoblin archers be useful for (using my hypothesis already indicated)? Hide
behind a tree, run 15' to one side to get a diagonal shoot (and therefore all bodies provide coverage-dodging), sprint back 15' behind the tree. I find it perfectly advantageous. You don't even need to be a highly disciplined opponent as a leprechaun to get to that. I'm sorry, I must have misunderstood. In response to your
question, none of the monsters in the Monster Manual get Extra Attacks, as far as I can tell. I think it's exclusively for PC. Instead, everyone is given the Multiattack action. So, I agree with my original point, I don't think the ability to grab and push is likely to often help monsters a lot in their effort to pass the front line and
attack the back line without giving up attack actions. Having done an investigation on my own, you seem to be right. If a monster can perform multiple attacks, it gains Multiattack, which does not attack action, and therefore cannot have individual internal attacks replaced by Shove or Grapple. However, the other side of
this is that 5e expect PCs to start facing larger hordes of small enemies over time, where two goblins is a means (not halfway to Hard) fighting for five 1st level characters, 11 goblins is a comparatively average fight for the same characters in the 5th level , and if we take 5e you can be threatened by monsters on almost
every level seriously! , then 42 hobgoblins is an equally comparable average match for the same characters at level 15, where they are outnumbered by more than 8:1. In my experience, cantrips really aren't great. Therefore, giving up cantrip's actions is not so painful. Link restriction on spell slot spells is usually spell
slots, not actions. The result is that pitchers lose much less effectiveness than martial characters if they occasionally have to use actions in Dash, Disengage, or Dodge. I can't respond in good faith to this, as I just don't have the experience. So I'll accept it as your experience, but that, in itself, doesn't tell me much. I think
it's a mistake to think about D&amp;D combat mainly imagining a large open field with long linear distances. In my experience, most combat occurs indoors or underground. Such spaces allow the wheels to retreat behind the strangulation points that can then be guarded by melee PCs if necessary. Therefore, it is
necessary to return to the previous strangulation point, but usually no more. If you had a big open field, this wouldn't work as well, but then there's no reason why you can't retire as far as you want, right? Indoors can still be a All but one fight (technically two, but only one person got involved in the outdoor part of that) in
my game 4e has been, nominally, in an interior space. Hell, they've been in the sci-fantasy equivalent of even a dungeon (inactive installations/of an ancient and powerful race that mysteriously disappeared thousands of years ago, whose security systems have been impregnable until our group finally gathered all three
critical keys). Exactly one of them has been in a room with dimensions of less than 100' on at least one side, and that fight was intentionally SUPER close to quarters. Now we're starting to have bigger terrain differences, and the enemies that exploit them, and the results are quite, quite far from anything you've
described. It's true that no rules of the bodies involved provide coverage, but even if there were, it's not at all difficult to move 20-30 feet to one side when you're 15 feet above ground level and have a gaggle of allies that provide you with things to interfere with in the path of PC front liners. (Which, by the way, is part of
why I structured my example the way I did: the front-line 'monster' intentionally tangled up the PC front line so that the back-line monster can select targets as freely as conditions allow.) If you have a big open space, it's not that hard to move, that's true. It is not my experience that a lot of fights take place in large open
spaces, with a large number of monsters attacking from more than one direction, without any strangling point that can be removed. Since this situation is rare in my experience, what is or is not tactically possible in such situations does not weigh much on my analysis of how often melee characters should be attacked by
tactically cunning DMs. My D&amp;D experience—every edition—is that DMs love to ambush their players, attack from multiple directions, and place coverage or things some meaningful distance from where the party begins. I also-with all the indoor/underground adventure I've done - very, very rarely seen anything like
a reliable chokepoint that one could use. Fighting in small 15x15 rooms connected to long, narrow corridors encourages longer fights with rounds full of doing nothing but moving into a new room, making fighting take longer than necessary, making them less efficient use of leisure time. Your post originally said is people
who can instantly fall 8d6 (or similar) into your head, or people who can suddenly undo the damage of an entire round, who try to make pineapple. Therefore, I have brought damage from a single round of fighter and paladin to show that they can drop considerably more than 8d6 on the head of a single monster at once if
nova. And, I don't know, I don't know that it's reasonable to compare AoE's damage to the damage of a single target on a one-to-one basis, as focus fire is much more tactically useful. I they don't agree that against low-level swarms of opposition, wheels focused on evocation can really shine. Well, I think the AoE/melee
nova comparison is actually quite appropriate, as both require spending the highest-level resources of a character. A fighter gets one (later two) surge of action every brief break -- very roughly, every odd encounter, if people play by the rules listed (although my veeeeeery limited investigations say a lot of people don't, so
take that assumption with a grain of salt). At the 5th level, this is very roughly comparable to a magician who spends a 3rd level slot; Attendees have two slots of this type each day, and can recover a third with Arcane Recovery. It is very comparable to Divine Strike, because DS requires spending equally daily spell slots,
and the Paladin can never eject more than two DS hits of 2nd level per day. So, yes, I think it's entirely appropriate to compare a very conservative estimate of the damage a single Fireball can do to the damage that a single Divine Sting or Wave of Action +Maneuver you say can do. I mean, it's not like he's assuming he
hit five different monsters and they all failed their saves (although what I suggested was equivalent to hitting five monsters and all of them passing their saves). I appreciate the extended analysis of hunting and paladin damage. A 75% hit rate is quite reasonable for martial characters at that level without Advantage, they
must have +7 to hit and the AC average in CR 5 is 15. Since they'll usually be fighting a mix of CR 5 or lower stuff, that works pretty well I think. One thing you haven't taken into account is the Great Fighting Style weapon for martial ones, which will increase the average damage with each d6 from 3.5 to 4.17. I...
Disagree. To have a hit rate of 75%, 6+ must be a success. At level 5, you have +3 (prof) and +3 or +4 statistics (maintaining PB limits—another assumption, but reasonable IMO); we're assuming characters heavily focused on damage, so I'll grant a +4 for investing in their attack statistic (which will have to be Str, as
we're assuming zweihanders). That means the enemy must have AC no more than 13. Even without the shield, my example of a leprechaun is well above this, as it is: an insect bear, a bandit captain, an orc if they change to one hand and a shield, a duegar (even sans shield), a dryness with bark skin, a wolf dire, a giant
spider, a deep gnome, a lizard (if they keep the shield), a piercer (which I had never heard of before, and wow what a cock-DM monster), a satyr, and a magmin. And that's just a not complete list of CR 1 and 1/2 creatures. Air conditioning it's a deceptive touch, due to the large number of animal monsters they included,



presumably for the druids to become savages, who have horribly bad AC. Lots of enemies -- especially those who would actually use any kind of tactics beyond animal animals they have air conditioning of at least 14 even without shields or spells. Using a 75% chance of hit and a critical 5% chance for the Paladin, his
expected one-round damage if novaza is 42 euros, going to 58 euros if he receives an additional action attack. The 5% critical probability has to be part of that 75% hit, remember. It's not 75+5, it's 70+5, as critics get out of the equation. Treat every d8-4.5 and each Big Sword d6 as 4+(1/6), naturally. In a single round, if
a paladin goes nova with this (again, Slightly generous IMO) 75% chance of hit, the calculation is: 2*.7*(2*4.17+3*4.5+4)+2*.05*(2*(4.17+3*4.5+4)+4) to 42.35. Hypothetical bonus action attack: .7*(2*4.17+2*4.5+4)+.05*(2*(4.17+2*4.5+4)+4) to 13.53. Total: Only shy of 56 damage. Fireball against 2 enemies, one passes
their salvation, one fails: 8d6 + 4d6 - 12 * 3.5 to 42 damage. Against 3 enemies, two pass their saves and one fails (equivalently, two enemies and both fail their salvation): 8d6+4d6+4d6 to 16*3.5 x 56 damage. So a fireball can match the nova once a day from a 5th level paladin; the Wizard still has (at least) another 3rd
level space hanging around, and this does not require any investment at all. Well, apart from having a little Int for casting, but... Well, if we can't assume that an entire launcher will put some points in its key throwing statistic, what can we assume? Things are more complicated with the Battle Master Fighter if you try to
move to a more detailed analysis, as Precision Attack allows you to turn failures into hits, and Trip Attack allows you to gain Advantage for your subsequent attacks, but you should do better than the Paladin in a nova round, on average. The precision attack is something I've thought about more than a little bit. The thing
is, you don't want to use PA unless you have a good chance it'll make a difference. It's unlikely that a nat-1 will get better enough to matter, don't bother. But against a tough enemy, you may not know if (say) a nat 9 will hit, or not; a nat 9 wouldn't hit the hobgoblins I chose for my example, even with +8 to hit (I didn't
realize they had so high AC!), but I would hit a lot of the other things I listed earlier. PA, therefore, is not as useful in a nova round; avoiding wasteful use requires a little to feel the defenses of your enemies first. However, it is important to remember that, unless GWM is in play (and at the 5th level, it probably won't be),
Precision Attack is only a slight advantage, turning (at best) two-thirds of misses into hits for the 4 uses you get for short rest. Assuming 4 rounds per fight, two short-break fights, one wave of action two attacks per round or wave, that's 17 worth of the rounds of the attacks, which means yes, you can actually get enough
fouls for it to matter (expected number of misses .25 * 17 to 4.25), but of them, quite likely that one will be a pitiful failure (1 or 2, almost undesalable) and there is decent chance that at least one of the saveable Anyway. It reduces the range of blows even slightly (up to, say, 65%-- which I consider much more reasonable
for CR 1/2 to CR 2 creatures, if you're not constantly fighting lions and tigers and bears, oh mi) and things get much worse. In any case, it is my experience that over the course of the adventure day, martial characters are much more dangerous and shocking in combat than pitchers. This is what I have seen in the home
campaigns that I have directed and played with different groups, and in the Adventurer League games I have run and played with a large number of different people in the last almost 2 years. This experience informs my tactical decisions when DM discourages me from aggressively pursuing backline launchers. Well,
again I can't speak with any degree of certainty, but I think this is more of a matter of style of play than anything else. The wheels of your overall gaming environment play too safely, and your front linings play extremely aggressively. What I've read and what I've been told indicates that 5e significantly rewards aggressive
play once you escape the overwhelming lethality of the first three levels (or your DM throws a softball at you for those levels, anyway). I'm not sure what assumption you mean here, could you be more specific? His assumption seems to be almost impossible to line up a clear shot. I don't know how to present that; you
seem to be firmly convinced that, because frontline people on both sides provide coverage, it's almost impossible (in any arena other than the flat plane with no features, which is not what I'm talking about independently) to get a clear shot through. I find this assumption very questionable, since very, very few parts will
have more than 3 leaders (more because few parts have more than 5 or 6 players). Here, I'm going to draw a picture to illustrate what I mean. Key: Red - Lap Rank Monsters (p. e.g. longbow hobgoblins) Dark grey - first row monsters (e.g. sword-n-board skaters) Light blue - front classification PCs dark blue - rear range
PCs Purple - terrain providing cover (trees/shrubs, rocks, whatever) Yellow - terrain that provides enough height advantage to overcome the typical green cover - potential attack lines for recoil-range monsters This is a (approximately) 70 x 70 area, slightly wooded, with some rocky outcroppings and mountainous terrain-
such as the areas of New Zealand used for LOTR, or the Cascade mountain range, an area that I am familiar with because I have camped there many times This fight is meant to be a kind of the two sides stumbled upon each other sorts of things; the fight is already partly in but only melee types on both sides have had
the opportunity to act (perhaps the others became unfortunate in the Initiative). PCs have tried to establish a defensive wall to prevent archers from having a clear shot in their baseline. Green lines are examples archers could search in order to defeat this line. Only one of these positions (left green line) is in any
substantial danger of being attacked by PC fronts, but doing so (essentially) would break the defensive wall, making it a great give and take. I chose not to do the full force of 14-hobgoblin especially because of laziness because I wanted to do this quickly. In addition, apart from the far left point, each of these is
absolutely beaten without worrying about the deck. This was a big part of my point -- you seem to be exaggerating the shadow of the cover cast by creatures on the battlefield. In addition, with even some high ground available nearby, one or two of the archers may be able to establish a comfortable position and rain
death down without fear of facing PCs at any time in the next couple of rounds at least. I can't talk to what other people are discussing, or with the intention of arguing, but my participation in this thread focuses primarily on the question of whether Heavy Armor Mastery is worth it. As part of that question, I'm interested in
whether melee characters can expect to face many incoming attacks. In my experience, they do, and I have offered reasons why I might expect that, despite the differences between 4e and 5e that suggest to some that would not be the case. Well, of course, on that front -- I think the frontline attackers will be attacked.
Sometimes. It just sounds like you're saying no one should ever bother attacking the back line, because the front line is always the most dangerous and most valued target, every time, and that confuses me, because they're supposed to be hard to hit. I'm not sure what you mean here. Wouldn't a 5-point difference in AC
result in similar expected damage ratios in both editions? Lol Because success is also covering a narrow rank in 5e. As our discussions about what is a reasonable success ratio, you think that 75% is normal, even expected, while in my eyes tilted 4e, that is absurdly high for anything but the optimization of balls to the
wall. The math of 4e is solid, so hit and the AC scale approximately the same. The mathematics of 5e are... intentionally adjusted to serve a different teacher. As a result, success 5e only rises approximately +7 over the course of an adventurer's entire career. Having +5 AC, or even more (achievable, with a little
investment--Defensive style, sword'n'board, plate or Maximum Dex with +1 crossed out leather), can put completely 'off the board' when it comes to PC type hit values. In a vacuum, +5 is +5 is +5 forever. But when you're watching comparison of two different tracks, which both scale differently, then... differences emerge.
(That sounds terribly silly written, so I apologize.) I agree that the focus fire is generally tactically sound, my contention is that: 1. Despite the lower defenses of the backline characters, which not often the case that the approach of shooting down is easier than doing that to the front melee coatings. 2. The fact that the
wheels have a low round-to-round impact means that denying the effective rounds of the match with them is less valuable than doing the same with other characters. Why do the wheels have low round-to-round impact? Doesn't it depend a lot on (1) how many rounds there are per fight, and (2) whether the pitcher can
come out of a good big effect from the start? This again sounds like assuming that the wheels are not big, and therefore the final wheels are not big. It's the only Force skill, and there are no Constitution skills. You'll always use some skill selections with your tertiary stats, but it's good to have at least one thing you're
legitimately the best at. In addition, Grapple and Shove are very good, and it's good to be able to get out of enemy hooks. I thought you were arguing that enemies don't fight...? I appreciate the extended analysis of hunting and paladin damage. A 75% hit rate is quite reasonable for martial characters at that level without
Advantage, they must have +7 to hit and the AC average in CR 5 is 15. Since they'll usually be fighting a mix of CR 5 or lower stuff, that works pretty well I think. One thing you haven't taken into account is the Great Fighting Style weapon for martial ones, which will increase the average damage with each d6 from 3.5 to
4.17. Using a 75% chance of hit and a critical 5% chance for the Paladin, his expected one-round damage if novaza is 42 euros, going to 58 euros if he receives an additional action attack. Things are more complicated with the Battle Master Fighter if you try to move to a more detailed analysis, as Precision Attack allows
you to turn failures into hits, and Trip Attack allows you to gain Advantage for your subsequent attacks, but you should do better than the Paladin in a nova round, on average. It is worth noting that in Hobgoblin's example, the OA-eaten monster of a 5th level frontliner is likely dead if the attack strikes. Hobgoblins have
good air conditioning, the odds of hitting are 50/50 (ish), but the average melee damage hovers the numbers needed to shoot them with a single shot (11). Monsters that break into the back line are less worrisome when damage-oriented characters are killing one or two of them a round. Obviously, the swarm tactic only
works when the group is heavily outnumbered, requiring lower CR monsters of some kind. In that CR there is a balance between HP and AC that, in this scenario, benefits the party. Fireball against 2 enemies, one passes their salvation, one fails: 8d6 + 4d6 - 12 * 3.5 to 42 damage. 3 enemies, two pass their saves and
one fails (equivalently, two enemies and both fail their salvation): 8d6+4d6+4d6 to 16*3.5 x 56 damage. Note that if 2 out of 3 hobgoblins succeeded in their savings release, the DM was quite fortunate. You have +1 Dex modifier, no Dex ST, ST competition, a pitcher capable of throwing a Fireball will certainly have 15
magic DC (8+ 3 +4 competition ability). That means the Hobgoblins had 35% to pass the ST, or 40% with an Int of 16 or 17. Note that if 2 out of 3 hobgoblins succeeded in their savings release, the DM was quite fortunate. They have +1 Dex modifier, no Dex ST competition, and a launcher capable of launching a FireBall
will certainly have Spell DC of 15 (8+ 3 Competition +4 skill). That means the Hobgoblins had 35% to pass the ST, or 40% with an Int of 16 or 17. Right. I'm still considering at least a slightly unfavorable set of conditions for the Wizard launcher (or, perhaps more likely, Sorcerer blaster). I also suspect that there is a
degree of... self-reinforcement involved. A mixture of assumptions and preferences* is fueled in the design of the encounter, which encourages encounters in which being a melee of the flesh is powerful, so people are more likely to engage in the same tactics that make the melee of the flesh more powerful. That's why I
mentioned the atmosphere of a poster before. The context is, well, not everything, but a lot. *Originally I only said assumptions, but it occurred to me that this was unclear; I don't want to involve any judgment here. Just as we can't discuss these things without making some assumptions, we can't play without making
some assumptions. Individuals, groups, even entire communities of players have particular ideas about how the content works. Page 9 Ezekiel, having played a ranger to lv5, and in another group at 5 next to one, the cover theme comes quite dang quite frequently, especially when you want horde to break a lot. In the
group with optional rules for diagonals and lots of characters per fight it is perfectly feasible not to have a single clear shot after the battle has joined, unless you want to completely ignore the focus fire, or get within the enemy range of motion. I also suspect that there is a degree of... self-reinforcement involved. A mixture
of assumptions and preferences* is fueled in the design of the encounter, which encourages encounters in which being a melee of the flesh is powerful, so people are more likely to engage in the same tactics that make the melee of the flesh more powerful. That's why I mentioned the atmosphere of a poster before. The
context is, well, not everything, but a lot. We play the game we want to play. We play the game we want to play. I'm not really super convinced of that. We're trying to play the game we want to play -- yes, I absolutely agree with that. But we also retain a lot of incidental play style elements, which may or may not really
support the goals that To find. It's like saying, people eat the spaghetti sauce they like. Well, of course, but before Campbells hired Howard Moskowitz who later revealed the existence of extra-thick demographics, people didn't really know the kind of spaghetti sauce they liked. Neither of the two main types of spaghetti
spaghetti sauces the '70s (regular and spicy) explained this, and no one in the general population, if you ask them what they wanted in a tomato sauce, I'd tell you I want it extra thick! But from Dr. Moskowitz's research for Campbell's (the creators of Prego), this meant that a full third of Americans were saying they
wanted things they didn't really want. Only through evidence focused and careful on a wide range of variables, and then novel data analysis (finding data groups rather than trying to distill all data in a single conclusion) did Dr. Moskowitz discover the substantial and completely dissatisfied demand for extra-thick spaghetti
sauce; and in doing so, it allowed Prego to unbank Ragu as the tomato sauce of the early 1980s and early 1990s. So: People play the game they think they want to play. But because of the social mores, the preconceived notions, or just the lack of experience to know the difference, people may not really play the game
they want to play. People are able to want to play more than one type of game. If you wanted to make a more nuanced statement, you could say that people gravitate toward a gaming experience they enjoy, they vote with their feet if it's not to their liking. Some rule sets support certain game styles better than others.
Their point seems to be heading towards people's territory, they don't know what's good for them. I'm not really super convinced of that. We're trying to play the game we want to play -- yes, I absolutely agree with that. But we also retain a lot of incidental game style elements, which may or may not really support the
goals we profess to look for. It's like saying, people eat the spaghetti sauce they like. Well, of course, but before Campbells hired Howard Moskowitz who later revealed the existence of extra-thick demographics, people didn't really know the kind of spaghetti sauce they liked. Neither of the two main types of spaghetti
sauces of the 70s (regular and spicy) explained this, and no one in the general population, if you ask them what they wanted in a tomato sauce, I would tell you I want it extra thick! But from Dr. Moskowitz's research for Campbell's (the creators of Prego), this meant that a full third of Americans were saying they wanted
things they didn't really want. Only through evidence focused and careful on a wide range of variables, and then novel data analysis (finding data groups rather than trying to distill all data in a single conclusion) did Dr. Moskowitz discover the substantial and completely dissatisfied demand for extra-thick spaghetti sauce;
and in doing so, he allowed Prego Ragu as the tomato sauce of the early 80s and early 1990s. So: People play the game they think they want to play. But because of the social bruises, the preconceived notions, or just the lack of experience to know the difference, people may not really play the game they want to play.
+1 for being the first to apply spaghetti science to my role-playing game! Lol Because success is also covering a narrow rank in 5e. As our discussions about what is a reasonable success ratio, you think that 75% is normal, even expected, while in my eyes tilted 4e, that is absurdly high for anything but the optimization of
balls to the wall. The math of 4e is solid, so hit and the AC scale approximately the same. The mathematics of 5e are... intentionally adjusted to serve a different teacher. As a result, success 5e only rises approximately +7 over the course of an adventurer's entire career. Having +5 AC, or even more (achievable, with a
little investment--Defensive style, sword'n'board, plate or Maximum Dex with +1 crossed out leather), can put completely 'off the board' when it comes to PC type hit values. Keep in mind that the same is not true of a beating monster. Low-level monsters (CR 1/4, regardless of CR 0 cats) have +4 to hit, and you'll easily
encounter monsters with +14 or better to hit (old red dragon is +17, Tarrasque is +19) if you go up to level 20 in a campaign. A non-archer PC ends in +11 (which are probably monsters with more than 20 AC are so rare). Their point seems to be heading towards people's territory, they don't know what's good for them.
While the difference may seem subtle, it is extremely important to me that you clarify the difference here. I'm not, not even a little, suggesting you don't know what's good for you, you think you don't like this, but really deep down you do it! That would be completely silly, and in fact it's precisely the opposite of what I'm
saying, at least with the second half. Yes, I absolutely believe that many, many people do not know what is good for them, in the sense of knowing what things are effective in making them happy. But that's precisely the reverse of saying that people only THINK about one thing doesn't make them happy. In other words,
people only think that one thing makes them happy, because they lack the language or experience to make a real comparison. When culture and tradition dictate what you even think is possible, you can legitimately believe that you like things you don't really like at all. And you may never be able to articulate what you
really like, because you don't really know what that thing is. Hence the spaghetti sauce. Or another example (all taken from Malcolm Gladwell's TED talk about Dr. Moskowitz), coffee. Ask almost anyone what they want in a café, and they'll give you the culturally approved answer, almost every time, a dark, rich, abundant
roast, in Gladwell's talk, because is what most people legitimately believe all coffee should be. But in truth, only about a quarter of all coffee drinkers actually make like a coffee that meets that definition! Most people like milky and weak coffee (again in Gladwell's terms), both these things come from the actual research
conducted by Dr. Moskowitz, but cultural things and the idea of a food hierarchy (in this case, coffee) gets in the way of accurately understanding our own preferences. I went through this same process, with respect to D&amp;D specifically. In the early days of 4e, I hated him. It based my conclusions on what other
people told me about it; I saw that I had eliminated concepts that I liked, such as Prestige classes, multiclasses a la carte, and PCs and PCs that were built with the same rules, and concluded that it must be terrible. In fact, it was only because I took a perverse interest in seeing how bad my favorite classes (Sorcerer and
Paladin) did that I ever learned more about it. But like I did, I realized, hey, it's actually a good idea. All right, so it's not total horror. That kept happening, however, and I gradually fell in love with the system, and realized how wrong I was about my gambling preferences. If 4e had never existed, it would probably still stick
to those preferences, even though they now decipher them strongly. Is everybody like that? Lol In fact, it may even be the case that most of them aren't like me -- after all, that's what the spaghetti sauce story said, that about two-thirds of the public had the spaghetti sauce they wanted, either the thin Italian type (destined
to drain and cover the noodles) or the Americanized heart type/pizza sauce (destined to sit on top and stick to itself). So most people were happy! But about a third of people, over twenty years of focus groups and surveys, never made any significant requests for extra thick sauce, despite legitimately loving it, as both Dr.
Moskowitz's data and Prego's subsequent metheoric rise illustrated. So sure. Maybe most people really play the game they want to play. But we should never rule out the possibility that some people are just playing the game they think they want to play, because they have never been able to articulate, and may not even
have realized the features of the game that they really want to play. Keep in mind that the same is not true of a beating monster. Low-level monsters (CR 1/4, regardless of CR 0 cats) have +4 to hit, and you'll easily encounter monsters with +14 or better to hit (old red dragon is +17, Tarrasque is +19) if you go up to level
20 in a campaign. A non-archer PC ends in +11 (which are probably monsters with more than 20 AC are so rare). ... Er... those are things that people find easily? Even at level 20? Clearly there is a great of expectation here, because easily running with those things is something I wouldn't even expect at the Epic level at
4e, let alone level 20 in 5e. As a result, success 5e only rises approximately +7 over the course of an adventurer's entire career. I'm not sure where you are. with this. Looks like there's a problem or you're discouraged, but let me assure the audience that's not the case. Player characters start out as they become very
accurate and become even more accurate as they level up. At low levels, many enemies have AC 11-12 which is easily hit by even new adventurers, while they themselves have AC 15-17. At low levels, the enemy AC 18 (only a good old platemail) is a bit imposing, but the adventurer who has to face rich dwarves for
much of his initial career are very unfortunate. At medium levels, many enemies still have only AC 14-15 while adventurers have AC 18-20. Again, of course, the occasional huge monster with the hardest skin the plate appears, but that's still the exception. A character can start with a bonus of +5, but it can easily end
with +11 even in the mid-tiers, and even that's downplaying how things go down in the real game, as it ignores the jester or improving clerics or tactics that make up the advantage. Against the air conditioner trivially under your statement may be true (since PCs lack incentives to improve their strike ratio when it is already
75% or better), but statically counting your hit bonus in a way that ends with maybe only a 30% chance is... almost defeatist: no match worth your salt will simply be prayed when you hire an AC 25+ monster. In short: AC 25 monsters are rare. But groups that actually try to simply hacknslash is much rarer. So in practice,
5E monster ACs are generally easy to hit. I'm not sure where you're going with this. Looks like there's a problem or you're discouraged, but let me assure the audience that's not the case. Player characters start out as they become very accurate and become even more accurate as they level up. At low levels, many
enemies have AC 11-12 which is easily hit by even new adventurers, while they themselves have AC 15-17. Just because animals have such poor air conditioning in dirt. If all the horrible air conditioning animals were exceeded, I'm pretty sure the average jumps -- at least a couple of points. At low levels, the enemy AC
18 (only a good old platemail) is a bit imposing, but the adventurer who has to face rich dwarves for much of his initial career are very unfortunate. Or, you know, goblins. Like I said earlier. It's really not as weird as you're implying. At medium levels, many enemies still have only AC 14-15 while adventurers have AC 18-
20. Where do these ACs come from? The plate costs 1500 gold, so it's going to just the high single-level digits where that starts to come into play. Light armor gives (maximum) 12+Dex, so no one should be more than 17 AC with only light armor. Getting AC 20 requires Silver+Shield or Light Armor+Shield+Defensive
Fighting Style. This is exaggerating the possible ACs that ACs will have, and ignoring things like how magicians, sorcerers or bards can easily have only AC 15 at this point, and that's if they're lucky (or (or spells on it). A character can start with a bonus of +5, but it can easily end with +11 even in the mid-tiers, and even
that's downplaying how things go down in the real game, as it ignores the jester or improving clerics or tactics that make up the advantage. What? Where do you get that +11 on average levels? The competition, even at level 13, is only +5, and I would no longer call that average levels (especially since most games swell
up before that, according to WotC's own data). At average levels, which you would define to be (approximately) levels 5 to 12 or so, Proficiency is +3 or +4, and the hit ability modifiers will be +3, +4, or possibly +5. You're not getting more than +9 here. What's the give? Yes, I'm neglecting Advantage. Does it really apply
to attacks so often that it should matter? I'm also intentionally neglecting the benefit. You don't trust those things, particularly since that's literally assuming you'll have other PCs around you whose only job is to give up their actions to make you better, and that's a really shit thing to expect other people to do exclusively.
(I'm going to notice, here, that I'm 100% in favor of support skills -- I just think those supporting skills should be besides the interesting things that the supporting character himself can do. Together, we're both better! instead of I give up my things, so you can have more stuff.) Against the air conditioner trivially under your
statement may be true (since PCs lack incentives to improve their strike ratio when it is already 75% or better), but statically counting your hit bonus in a way that ends with maybe only a 30% chance is... almost defeatist: no match worth your salt will simply be prayed when you hire an AC 25+ monster. I don't understand
what you mean. I mean, I don't see what you quoted has anything to do with what you're saying here. In short: AC 25 monsters are rare. But groups that actually try to simply hacknslash is much rarer. So in practice, 5E monster ACs are generally easy to hit. But isn't that exactly what we're talking about? That hacknslash
parties are better? ... Er... those are things that people find easily? Even at level 20? Yes, at level 20, people should expect to encounter monsters from CR 17 or higher. That's a reasonable thing to expect. Clearly there is a big mismatch of expectation here, because easily running with those things is something you
wouldn't even expect at the Epic level at 4e, let alone level 20 in 5e. What kind of campaign were you playing where you rarely ran into monsters near your group level? Level?
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